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Poe Ditch Music Festival-drugs, rain 
ByJeeWollel 
SUH Reporter 
The great Poe Ditch Music Festival 
is over 
Police are breathing easier now. 
grateful that more damage was not 
done. 
Many fans walked out of the concert 
with memories of a good time, while 
others left in ambulances 
Several persons were taken from the 
concert site at Doyl L. Perry Stadium 
to Wood County Hospital and one was 
airlifted to the Medical College of Ohio 
at Toledo (MCOTI hospital 
One thing is certain The festival was 
the first and the last concert of such 
perspective, according to University 
President Hollis Moore Jr 
In a prepared statement released 
yesterday. Dr Moore said. "The large 
scale rock concert experiment will not 
be repeated" at the University 
"It obviously is not possible to 
conduct such an event without 
encouraging heavy drug usage This 
university will not be put in that 
position again." Dr Moore said 
The concert crowd, estimated to be 
between 33.000-40.000. began arriving 
as early as Friday By Saturday, cars 
and campers were filling parking lots 
near the Stadium Sunday morning, 
roads were flooded with people trying 
to make their way to the concert 
Upon arriving at the Stadium 
Sunday, concert-goers were asked by 
security guards not to take cans or 
bottles in with them Some 
surrendered their drinks, while others 
either drank outside the gates or 
smuggled their containers. 
Many fans complained that they 
could not hear the bands Two acts. 
Golden Earring and Johnny Winter, did 
not even play after rain interrupted the 
day's festivities Winter reportedly 
was afraid of electrical shock 
Some sources said amphetamines, 
barbiturates, marijuana. LSD. PCP 
and other drugs were bought and sold 
openly in the Stadium 
Meanwhile, on the outside, a man 
from Indiana had his El Camino pickup 
stocked full of Coors beer The going 
price'' fl per can He explained that 
the price was high because he drove to 
Kansas to get it. 
Dr Marvin Kumler. acting director 
of Karma, said he and his 40 volunteers 
assisted the two doctors operating the 
first-aid station 
HE SAID about 300-350 people were 
treated, half of them for drug-related 
illnesses Other afflictions were 
sunburns, cut feet, headaches and one 
broken ankle. Dr Kumler said 
One person reportedly injected 
himself with chloral hydrate, a 
powerful sedative. Dr Kumler said, 
while another fell on a bottle and 
severely cut muscles and tendons in his 
Wood County Hospital treated and 
released about 35 people, a house 
supervisor at the hospital said. An 
additional four people were admitted 
and kept overnight They were 
released yesterday 
CITY SAFETY Director Howard 
Rutter said he has been to some good 
concerts and some bad concerts. He 
added that Sunday's was not one of the 
best 
His complaints were with the 
concert's promoter. Ross Todd 
Productions of Dayton. Rutter said the 
promoter was supposed to supply four 
ambulances and 150 security guards, 
but he saw only about 25 security 
people and no ambulances 
Another source said only 35 outside 
security people showed up 
I.i Galen Ash of the Bowling Green 
Police Department said his men had 
collected    "several   dozen   bags   of 
grass" and some white tablets, 
possibly LSD or PCP He said liquor 
violations were widespread but police 
could not control them 
Two men allegedly broke into the 
Whittaker track pressbox and broke all 
the windows A molotov cocktail was 
thrown into the pressbox and quickly 
engulfed the structure in flames 
At that time. Lt. Ash said police 
donned riot gear but did not encounter 
any further trouble 
WOOD COUNTY Sheriff Raymond 
Coller estimated that 15 people were 
arrested by University, city and county 
police He confirmed three drug 
arrests, five petty larceny arrests and 
an escaped convict, who was 
recaptured. 
"There should have been thousands 
of arrests." Coller said. 
The sheriff estimated that there was 
one law enforcement officer for every 
6.000-7.000 people 
Campus Safety Director Dale 
Shaffer said his men made four or five 
arrests, none of which were University 
students. 
Many law enforcement officials 
contacted yesterday said traffic, 
drugs, liquor and an overabundance of 
people were major problems, but most 
agreed the crowd was relatively well- 
behaved. As one official said, the 
trouble was brought in by outsiders. 
SGA Coordinator of Cultural Affairs 
Kim Jakeway said he was pleased with 
the show 
"Had it not rained, everything would 
have been okay." he said. 
Moore calls concert 
first time-last time' 
campus experience 
By Cindy Smerctia 
Staff Rrportrr 
The Poe Ditch Music Festival was 
called a "first time last time 
experience" by University President 
Hollis Moore Jr. in a prepared 
statement released yesterday 
"The large scale rock concert 
experiment will not be repeated at 
Bowling Green State University It was 
strictly a first time last time 
experience." he wrote 
DR.    MOORE     said    the    event 
Close-up' 
terminated 
Due to financial difficulties. The 
News has ceased publication of its 
Monday tabloid edition. Close-up 
The News will continue to be 
published Tuesday through Friday 
for the remainder of this quarter 
and beginning again next fall 
encouraged "heavy drug usage" 
despite precautions and controls 
exercised by the concert's promoter. 
Ross Todd Productions, and other 
officials in charge of the concert. He 
said the University "will not be put in 
that position again" 
Moore's statement also said that a 
relatively small number of University 
students attended the concert and that 
damages were "confined to the 
Stadium area and appear to be 
moderate " The concert's promoter is 
responsible for repairing all damages 
W. Randall Hathaway. Student 
Government Association (SGA) 
president, said yesterday the chances 
of another Stadium concert are "at this 
point, non-existent " 
"DR. MOORE issued a statement 
saying there will be no more Stadium 
concerts I can't really blame him." 
Hathaway said 
Kjm Jakeway. SGA coordinator of 
cultural affairs, said he was satisfied 
with the concert as a whole, but "upset 
at the student turnout." 
There were about 3,300 students 
there, one-tenth of the audience That's 
one of the things Dr Moore based his 
decision on-low student attendance." 
Jakeway said 
Stuffed Stadium The Stadium swelled with music, sunshine and more than 33,000 people Sunday, during the biggest 
concert  in  Bowling  Green  history.  The  Poe  Ditch 
Music Festival was halted early by an evening 
rainstorm which prevented use or electrical 
equipment. (Newtphote by Dan Feicht) 
Gigolo damaged by fire, water 
By Mark Glover 
aad Lorraine Jameson 
A fire Sunday night at the W.A 
Benschoter Building in Bowling Green 
caused considerable damage to the 
structure, according to City Safety 
Director Howard Rutter 
The Benschoter Building. 165 N 
Main St.. housed the Gigolo Nite Club 
on its ground floor and several 
apartments on the second f looi. 
RUTTER SAID the fire caused 
extensive damage to the building's 
second floor. The Benschoter 
Building's main structure was built in 
1902 
Blazing 
building 
Fir* fighter, bottle the bio,, at the W A. Bentheter building, 165 N. Main St. 
The building, which haute* the Gigolo, a college bar, an th* Brtt flow and 
apartment! an th* second floor, caught fir* about 11 p.m. Sunday and burned 
until after 1 a.m. Monday. (Newiphoto by Dan Fokhr) 
Rutter added that the Gigolo was not 
damaged badly by fire, but that water 
damage was the main concern in the 
bar The night club was closed at the 
time of the fire. 
Rutter said the fire's cause has not 
yet been determined, but added that 
the blaze's origin was in the rear of the 
building. 
Rutter said there has been no official 
monetary estimation of the total 
damage yet 
The city fire department received its 
first report of the fire at 11:17 Sunday 
night. The Portage fire department 
was notified of the blaze a few minutes 
later. 
According to Rutter, city policemen 
spotted the blaze while on patrol and 
contacted the fire department 
immediately 
ONE CITY policeman said a night 
walking patrol spotted fii e and smoke 
and called the fire and police 
departments to seal off Main Street to 
traffic. 
Flames shot through the building's 
roof five minutes after the walking 
patrol made its calls, according to the 
policeman 
Word of the fire spread quickly into 
campus. The sound of sirens attracted 
a large crowd of students and 
townspeople 
Most bystanders at the scene were 
assured immediately by police and 
firemen that everyone was out of the 
building and that there were no 
injuries Several merchants whose 
establishments were adjacent to the 
burning building hastily closed their 
shops and evacuated the area. 
Ron Wank, senior I Ed. I, said he was 
ordering a pizza from Pisanello's 
Pizza. 203 N Main St.. when the man 
taking his order suddenly said. "I can't 
take any more orders, we're on fire." 
NONE OF THE establishments 
adjacent to the Benschoter Building 
caught fire as firemen confined the 
flames to a small area. 
Toe flames intensified periodically. 
The fire's glow and its heavy smoke 
cloud could be seen for several miles. 
The fire reached its peak at about 
12:15 a.m. as showers of sparks poured 
down from the building and the sound 
of shattering windows could be heard 
from a distance of about 50 yards 
About that time, firemen moved an 
aerial ladder truck into place and a 
fireman was elevated above the 
building's second-floor level. He shot 
gallons of water onto the roof, keeping 
it from caving in and soon bringing the 
fire under control. 
SHORTLY AFTER I am. most of 
the 250 onlookers started home as the 
last    flames    were    extinguished. 
However, firemen continued to pour 
water into the structure for some time 
to cool the intense heat before entering 
the building 
Rutter said three fire trucks, 50 
firemen and the aerial ladder truck 
were responsible for extinguishing the 
fire 
When asked whether the fire was 
connected in any way with the massive 
crowd attending the Poe Ditch Music 
Festival earlier in the day, Rutter said. 
"No. I wouldn't think there was any 
connection." 
Illegal activities of CIA 
uncovered by commission 
WASHINGTON (AP)--The 
Rockefeller Commission has 
uncovered instances of illegal activity 
by the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) but no pattern of massive 
wrongdoing. Vice President Nelson 
Rockefeller said yesterday 
"There are things that have been 
done which are in contradiction to the 
statutes, but in comparison to the total 
effort, they are not major.'' 
Rockefeller told reporters as the eight- 
member panel began its final meeting 
after a five-month investigation 
THE COMMISSION findings, 
expected to run 50 pages, will be 
delivered to President Gerald Ford 
Friday and are tentatively scheduled 
to be made public over the weekend, 
according to a commission spokesman. 
Rockefeller said he doubted that either 
the President or the public would be 
shocked by the report. 
"That doesn't mean that there 
haven't been things done that were 
wrong and that we don't recommend 
extensive steps to be taken to prevent 
it in the future." Rockefeller added 
Asked if any prosecutions might 
arise from the commission's report, 
the vice president told reporters "that 
would be up to the Justice 
Department." 
As in the past. Rockefeller would not 
discuss    the    specifics    of    the 
commission's findings 
He added that the CIA has had no say 
in what portions of the commission 
findings will be made public. 
THE VICE PRESIDENT said the 
report's conclusions were "pretty 
generally unanimous." 
The commission was created last 
January in response to published 
allegations that the CIA had conducted 
a massive, illegal program of domestic 
surveillance against anti-war activists 
and other dissidents during the late 
1960's and early 1970s CIA director 
William Colby has denied the charges 
of massive domestic spying but has 
acknowledged a number of domestic 
operations, including mail opening, 
physical surveillance and the keeping 
of files on 10.000 U S citizens 
Weather 
Partly cloudy with ■ cfcaace of a 
lew tbandertbowera today and 
toalght. High today i* the lower 
70s Lows toalght I* the low aed 
mid 5ft. Mottlv fair tomorrow. 
Higk* In the toper 7*i. Probability 
If prrciplutioe 34 per celt today 
aed toalght. 
ft,9a 2/Th* BO N.wi, Tuesday, Jurw 3, 197S 
epueniaLS 
outsiders caused 
concert failure 
It comes as no surprise thai Sunday's fiasco, known as the Poe Ditch 
Music Festival, was Bowling Green's first and last Stadium concert. 
In trying to bring about a concert success here promoters only 
succeeded in staging a miserable failure. 
More than 35.000 people jammed into Doyt L Perry field to see the 
performances of eight rock groups However, only 3.633 University 
students purchased tickets to the concert, according to the Union Ticket 
Office 
The conduct of many concert-goers was deplorable. Widespread drug 
usage and acts of destruction resulted in injuries to audience members as 
well as numerous damages to the Stadium itself. 
Since only a small percentage of University students bought tickets to 
the concert, it is obvious that the groups were not widely appealing to the 
University community 
It is impossible to bring 30.000 outsiders into a conservative town like 
Bowling Green without expecting some kind of trouble The city is not 
conducive to rowdy rock fans 
After continued requests, the concert was supposed to provide 
University students with a contemporary entertainment program The 
low student response does not indicate apathy, but a plea for different 
entertainment projects 
According to a statement issued by University President Hollis Moore 
Jr. "The large scale rock concert experiment will not be repeated at 
Bowling Green State University It was strictly a first time; last time 
experience." 
It should be evident, however, that University students are not the 
primary source of blame for the trouble and disruption 
If all concerts result in drug overdoses, violence, destruction and 
burnings as well as contributing to traffic jams, shoplifting and 
disorderly crowds, then a ban on all future large scale concerts is 
appropriate. 
ford forces energy policy 
WASHINGTON-Pralse for 
President Ford's handling of the 
Mayaguez ship i.indent now will be 
drowned out by howls from the public 
and Congress over his decision to boost 
the tariff on imported oil and to phase 
out price controls on domestic oil. 
The national security aspect of 
energy policy has been generally 
overlooked in the halls of Congress and 
among consumers 
PREDICTABLY, IT HAS been lost in 
the hullabaloo over sharply-rising 
gasoline prices for motorists and the 
eventual price hikes that will be asked 
by electric utilities and consumers 
goods manufacturers depending on 
petroleum. 
White House officials are braced for 
a flood of adverse reaction from "the 
little guy." from organized labor, and 
from Democratic liberals contending 
he should have waited even longer for a 
lethargic Congress to come up with a 
less painful way of conserving energy 
But eighteen months have passed 
since the first Arab oil embargo and a 
rash of economically unjustifiable 
price hikes by the oil-producing 
nations. A sixth hike is in prospect for 
September. Further delay by Mr Ford 
would have been intolerable, benefiting 
only rich oil states already luxuriating 
in a sea of petrodollars. 
If it weren't for national security 
energy conservation would not make 
much sense. 
From a purely economic standpoint, 
it would be more profitable to use 
whatever energy is needed to keep the 
wheels of industry humming and to buy 
it wherever it's available in the world 
J.F. terHorst 
even at high prices. A thriving 
America thus would have the capital to 
pay for foreign oil. 
BUT DOING THAT would mean 
increased dependence on foreign oil 
and heightened vulnerability to 
another oil embargo-making the US. 
a virtual captive of the Middle East 
producers 
For national security reasons, that 
plainly cannot be tolerated So oil 
imports have to be reduced and 
American must find a way to increase 
domestic oil production and come up 
with alternate sources of energy 
When Congress returns from its 
Memorial Day recess, the House will 
have a chance to take up a Ways and 
Means bill that will raise the federal 
gasoline tax another three cents and 
impose even higher levies if that fails 
to reduce consumption 
The committee bill also would tax 
gas-guzzling cars and limit oil imports 
by quota instead of by hiking the 
import tax as Mr Ford has done. 
BUT CHAIRMAN AL ULLMAN is 
frank enough to expect that the bill 
would be savaged on the floor by 
amendments of various lawmakers 
seeking special breaks for their areas 
or industries 
Additionally, both House and Senate 
have resolutions ready to block the 
president's power to lift controls from 
domestic oil. and the Democratic 
leadership may still move to override 
Mr. Ford's veto of legislation that 
would bar him from hiking tariffs on 
imported oil 
The president insists, however, that 
the U.S. must cut oil imports by 1.2 
million barrels daily by the end of 1977 
Cutting back will not be easy, as is 
indictated by figures showing oil 
importation up substantially during the 
past quarter in spite of quintupled 
prices 
By making his oil move on the eve of 
his European trip, the president has 
notified our allies and the OPEC 
nations that the U.S. is deadly serious 
about reducing its reliance on foreign 
oil. 
They have even greater reason to be 
jittery about OPEC oil prices because 
Europe and Japan are almost totally 
dependent on Middle East oil 
THE FORD decision therefore 
buttresses Secretary of State 
Kissinger's call for joint action by the 
18 oil-consuming nations in the 
International Energy Agency to 
develop new energy sources and ease 
their vulnerability to Arab pressure 
But Kissinger is probably wrong in 
believing that joint action will force 
OPEC members to cut oil prices They 
have the oil-using nations by the tail 
and see no reason to let go now 
What's more likely to happen is that 
the oil-consuming countries, while 
pledging cooperation, will continue to 
scurry about for side deals with oil 
producers so as to take care of 
themselves 
All of this makes the president's 
move look like a well-timed one 
He has demonstrated to America's 
allies and adversaries, even more 
clearly than in the Mayaguez affair, 
that he is prepared to take executive 
action to safeguard America's security 
interests And he has prodded Congress 
to put aside petty regional politics and 
come up with a better energy policy, or 
settle for his 
ounces of prevention 
MENU) PARK. CAUF Arthur 
Itobinson would very much like a urine 
bank It would cost $100,000 a year for 
five years, but he's dubious about 
getting a government grant for It Too 
much fear that somebody like Sen 
William Proxmire of Wisconsin will 
hear about it and ridicule it as another 
example of spendthrift lunacy 
Kobinson is the assistant director of 
the l.inus Pauling Institute of Science 
and Medicine here He says the 
researchers at this small place of 
learning-the employees number only 
20-have been able to break down urine 
into hundreds of elements that are 
present in greater and lesser degrees 
in all people's and all animal's 
specimens 
The ratio of patterning of these 
elements may reveal whether a person 
is suffering from such apparently 
diverse diseases as multiple sclerosis 
or certain forms of cancer More work 
needs doing before they can be sure 
The diagnostic advantages ol this 
technique over biopsies or gruesome 
exploratory operations scarcely needs 
explaining 
ROBINSON. WHO IS a biochemist 
believes these same urine analysis 
techniques can also be used to predict 
specifically who is going to fall victim 
to a particular disease I'nhappily for 
him and all of us. there is no way to see 
if he's right because, to test out the 
predictive accuracy of these 
procedures demands the existence ol 
specimens of healthy people, and. as is 
so often the case under our present 
setup, there's precious little money or 
glory for studying health 
"In addition to basic research, the 
idea here is good, sound service." 
Robinson explains "We're hoping for 
immediate results for human 
betterment We have to say something 
even if we don't know the answer 
People are aging, eating, suffering 
from degenerative diseases now ' 
It is for these reasons that the 
Institute has a small, one-doctor clinic 
attached to it and that in developing 
tests like its urine analysis techniques 
it stays away from the expensive 
exotica ol medical hardware 
One ol the self-imposed ground rules 
here is that no perfected test may cost 
more than tin to administer, and. even 
though this urine analysis is very 
sophisticated stull compared to what 
the average doctor knows, it is all 
being done on machines presently in 
pl.ui in a large number ol hospitals 
Robinson and his colleagues are just 
making them do things that ordinary 
doctors, who are practitioners, not 
scientists, don't know they can do 
Such creativity is also in the spirit of a 
place where the budget is so modest 
that not only do the researchers have 
to build much of their own equipment 
but they often double in brass in 
several specialties 
Nicholas 
von Hoffman 
FOUNDED IN 1973 by Linus Pauling 
as the Institute for Orlhomolecular 
Medicine, its name was changed, not to 
gratify anybody's megalomania, but in 
hopes that the name Pauling would 
make the fund-raising a little easier 
The hope is to raise about $10 
million, enough to support about a half- 
dozen senior people of distinction and a 
larger number of promising young 
persons in research projects that will 
be out of reach of both congressional 
intellectual know-nothingism and 
conventional medical orthodoxy 
This is hard to do even with Pauling, 
a double Nobel prize winner, one for 
chemistry and one for peace. People 
are prone to prefer killing themselves 
in socially accepted ways rather than 
risk prolonged life and ridicule by 
trying something new which might 
work 
feebleminded that Pauling and his 
friends aren't crackpots, the Institute 
has assembled a Board of Associates 
that includes no less than 26 living 
Nobel laureates in physics, chemistry, 
physiology and medicine There are 
also other outstanding scientists on it 
who haven't made the trip to 
Stockholm After all. Gallileo died 
without one 
In the meantime, the Institute 
pursues its work as best it can with 
such grants and benefactions as come 
its way Current research concerns 
mental disease, cancer and the 
molecular process of aging and how it 
may be postponed by proper diet 
DIET PLAYS AN important part in 
the work of the clinic, where they not 
only talk about preventive medicine, 
they attempt to practice it 
The general feeling seems to be that 
a wise physician only prescribes as a 
last resort a medicine whose 
molecular structure isn't one normally 
occurring in the human organism. 
Preventive medicine, at least in the 
primitive form our knowledge permits 
us to practice it. isn't very sexy. How 
can you report spectacular cures and 
great advances in the "wars" against 
cancer, tuberculosis, venereal disease, 
diabetes and angina pectoris if your 
patients die quietly in their sleep at age 
95 of pure disillusionment at the follies 
of the younger members of their 
species? 
This is a gross exaggeration, 
naturally, but it does underscore the 
idea that preventive medicine denies 
the unstated proposition that one can 
live like a high-risk candidate for any 
number of the new epidemic diseases 
and expect some doctor to come along 
and effect a routine cure 
Here at the Institute they do say. 
however, you can live 20 years longer 
than you're going to if you eat right, 
take your vitamins and your exercise 
and. for heaven's sake, abstain 
completely from all cigarettes and all 
sugar 
Copyright 1975, The Washington Post 
King Kralurri Syndicate 
'WAAI.IF I HAP THE ENERGf"1 GUESS ICDULDA HEADED THAT NO-ACCDUMT OFF AT TNE FPSS.BUT 
HE'S fTOBABLY HALFWAY TO EUROPE BY NOW...' 
ueTrera 
let's hear from you 
The BG .News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Hall 
get back 
to work 
Backward Green Safety Director 
Howard Rutter. 424 S Maple, states in 
the News I May 301 "Rutter said that if 
it is needed, the city dog warden's van 
can be emptied of its cages and used to 
transport people " 
Assuming that this quote is accurate, 
one wonders if the safety director 
is was even considering taking out the 
carpeting 
"A central command facility in close 
proximity to the concert will be 
established to ease communications 
between the city police department, 
sheriff's department, ambulance 
service. Campus Safety and the 
security guai ds " 
My responses: 
Thank God the war is was here but I 
wish we'd started it; and/or, at least 
they have'had the humanity to 
maintain an ambulance for our dead 
and wounded and/of. BG police chief's 
office. 9 a.m. yesterday morning, the 
chief addresses his force. "OK. boys, 
the war games are over. Put away that 
strategy map of troop movements and 
your decoders and get back to work''' 
Kevin Charles Kichinka 
256 South College Drive 
tennis 
etiquette 
We are writing this letter in hopes of 
improving tennis etiquette at BG 
This is specifically aimed at two 
"gentlemen" who "played" tennis 
May 29. between 730 and 8:05 p.m on 
court four at the ice arena. So they 
know who they are one ace was 
wearing a white tennis outfit with blue 
striped socks, a full beard and glasses 
The other pro was attired in a green 
BGSU t-shlrt. blue shorts and green 
striped socks. 
After we waited 30 minutes, the 
above mentioned pros strolled onto the 
courts, and waiting less than five 
minutes, were given court four by their 
buddies 
Two other gentlemen who waited 
longer than we did. objected, only to 
receive a smart answer of--"No. we're 
playing now " 
To make matters worse, one of the 
pros hit the ball over the fence and 
proceeded to chase after it while his 
partner served by himself After pro 
one had retrieved the ball, pro two 
decided he had to visit the little boys' 
room 
At this point we must admit we 
became angry We apologize for our 
sudden outburst of sarcasm, but we do 
not think this excuses their actions 
With the limited number of courts on 
campus, friends should not save courts 
for friends A 30-minute time limit 
should be practiced 
To this pro and ace (if they are 
literate enough to read thisi we give 
this advice- If you're going to dress 
like a tennis pro why not act like one 
too? 
Patty Carrigan 
346 McDonald-East 
Wendy Kiblcr 
Lorl Hildebrand 
342 McDonald-East 
Kim Hawkins 
348 McDonald-East 
rights of the 
majority 
Montel Jennings has my support in 
securing rights for the minorities But 
at the moment I am more concerned 
with what happens to the rights of the 
majority. 
At present greeks constitute 18 per 
cent of the student body Yet Student 
Government Association (SGAl is 
filthy with the stuff. It is almost a 
requirement to be greek to win an 
elective SGA office. No doubt next 
year the catch campaign slogan will be 
"vote for the greek of your choice". 
This coming year should be 
interesting too. especially after SGA 
moves its offices from 405 Student 
Services to the Sigma Chi house. 
More blatant was the appointment of 
students to SGA boards and 
committees of the University. 
OVER M PER cent of the students 
on SGA boards are greek The 
Personnel Board, which will appoint 
students to boards next year, contains 
on   a    committee      someone to fight for the majority'' eight    greeks 
numbering nine 
"Not Greek, you say? How about 
serving on the Passenger Pigeon 
Control board''" 
Every SGA board but one has a 
working majority of greeks And who 
reads those SGA publications, 
anyway'' Then again, you have to 
admire the gesture, it has the same 
effects as Jews spreading Nazi 
propaganda 
As for the next election, the Election 
and Opinions Board is a stroke of 
genius 
Imagine the pleasure next year of 
voting for SGA officials at the Sigma 
Chi house, maybe even in Randy 
Hathaway s own room To add the 
finishing touch, a Nazi officer, oops. I 
mean a member of Sigma Chi will be 
right at your side as you vote 
SPEAKING OF propaganda, greeks 
also control the Orientation Board 
Another clever Nazi technique, get to 
the new kid on the block as quick as 
possible 
"A freshman you say" I'm greek and 
I'll show you the way." 
1 hope you see the picture I don't 
mind if Montel Jennings fights for the 
rights of the minorities. But how about 
Rock E Ross 
304 Darrow 
keep dogs 
from people 
I was minding my own business 
while leaning against a thin shade tree 
in front of Manna Hall when a beautiful 
Great Dane approached me 
He circled the tree then urinated 
beside me His owner was calling him. 
mind you, but the dog was thinking of 
more important things to do. 
I picked up my gear and left the area 
and the dog owner laughing at the 
situation. I didn't think it a bit funny. 
I really like dogs, but if the owner 
can't keep control of the animal he 
should keep it off campus or at least 
out of the populated areas where 
people are going to be sitting 
Corey T Foust 
302 Darrow 
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Area business boosted 
By Gall Harris 
Staff Reporter 
Although some Bowling 
Green businesses were 
affected adversely by 
crowds that attended the 
Poe Ditch Music Festival 
this past weekend, many 
reported that they had no 
problem dealing with the 
large number of young 
people who attended the 
concert 
Jan Cusano, manager of 
Mr Ed's Pizza Pub. 532 E 
Wooster St. laid the 
restaurant had been 
"cleaned out'' over the 
weekend 
We had a terrific 
weekend." she said "We 
didn't have any problems 
We didn't even have too 
many rowdy people My 
husband is good in handling 
people " 
Cusano added that Mr 
Ed's did not run out of food 
or beverages over the 
weekend due to good 
planning 
"WE     HAD     A     record 
weekend.''    reported    Al 
Woltord.     manager     of 
McDonald's.     1470     E 
Wooster St 
"We're used to having 
large crowds after football 
games, so we were ready for 
this." he said 
Wolford noted that 
McDonald's had a security 
officer in its parking lot to 
"make sure the cars moved 
smoothly" He added that 
the other Bowling Green 
McDonald s at 1050 S Main 
St also was busy 
Great Scot Grocers. 1616 
E. Wooster St. had no 
problem     with    crowds. 
newsnotes 
Guerrillas 
DAK ES SALAAM. Tanzania (API-U.S. officials are 
reported hoping for quick approval of an American 
professor's plan to go into the hungles of eastern Zaire to 
negotiate with Marxist guerrillas holding two Standford 
University students and a young Dutch woman 
Diplomatic sources said Peter Steinder. University of 
Michigan economics professor, has volunteered to 
negotiate with the guerrillas on behalf of Stanford and the 
hostages' parents 
REA express 
NEW YORK I API-Saying they were frustrated over 
layoffs and paycuts under federal bankruptcy 
reorganization plans, several thousand union members in 
large cities across the nation staged a wildcat strike 
against REA Express Monday 
The strike affected terminals in Chicago. Detroit. 
Atlanta and Cincinnati in addition to New York City There 
were some reports that men also refused to go to work in 
Los Angeles and San Francisco 
REA Express, a major surface and air delivery service, 
filed for reorganization Feb 18 and announced that it 
would close 153 of its 340 terminals in the SO states. Puerto 
Rico and Canada in addition to reducing the paychecks of 
its nearly 8,000 union employes by 10 per cent weekly 
Israel 
JERUSALEM (APl-Premier Yitzhak Rabin said 
yesterday that Israel would cut its forces near the Suez 
Canal by roughly half as a goodwill gesture marking the 
reopening of the waterway, and indicated Israel expected 
its own cargoes to be allowed through 
Egypt called the cutback of forces "a step in the right 
direction" toward Middle East peace, and highly placed 
sources in Salzburg said Egyptian President Anwar Sadat 
would look favorably upon Israeli use of the canal il his 
military commanders conclude the force cutback is 
serious and not propagandists " 
EVERY 
TUES.-WED. 
SPECIAL 
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Magazine By Photo Journalism 
306 Students. On Sale In 
The Forum $1.00 
(During Key Distribution) 
according to manager Dave 
Jackson. 
"The people were very 
fine for that age bracket. 
Their attitudes were really 
good." he said 
Jackson said that four 
persons were arrested for 
shoplifting, but added that 
there was no damage to the 
store. 
Tom Baer. manager of 
Falcon Plaza Motel. 1450 E 
Wooster St.. said his motel 
was f'lll Saturday and half 
full Friday 
He said that the motel 
experienced only minor 
problems because the 
employes stayed up all 
Saturday night 
"babysitting " 
•WE WERE expecting 
problems." he said, "so we 
stayed on top of everything 
and prevented problems 
before they happened 
Webb Reichgott. manager 
of Sam B's Sub Shop. 107 
State St.. said business over 
the weekend of the concert 
was "crazy " 
He attributed the fact that 
there were no problems at 
his restaurant to the belief 
that "it is all in how you 
handle it Everything went 
fine " 
Reichgott said the young 
people high school age and 
younger were not well 
behaved, but those college 
age and older acted well. 
TWO DOWNTOWN bars 
reported excellent business 
Saturday night with no 
damages 
Jack Carle, head 
bartender of the Some Other 
Place Pub. 110 N Main St.. 
said out-of-towners who 
visited the bar were better 
behaved than most 
University students 
He added that the concert- 
goers tipped the bartenders 
and employes at SOP more 
than students usually do 
"WE JUST USED our 
regular crew, but we 
could've used another 
bartender." said Terry 
Kline, assistant manager of 
Howard's Restaurant. 210 N 
Main St. 
He described the people 
who visited Howard's over 
the weekend as a "nice 
crowd " He added that there 
had been no fights or 
damages 
However, there were 
some business establish- 
ments that suffered from 
the crowds who attended the 
concert 
"I hope that college never 
brings in another gToup like 
this." said Pat Frank, owner 
of Spudnuts Donuts and 
Baskin-Robbins. 1616 E. 
Wooster St. 
"I KNOW I'm not the only 
one who feels like this." she 
said "I know there were a 
lot of respectable people 
there, but there were lots 
who have no respect for 
property and who are rude." 
Although she said she 
made a big profit over the 
weekend. Frank said she 
would close her shops if 
another big concert came to 
Bowling Green 
Frank added that the 
reason she would close her 
shops was that she saw and 
heard many things that she 
thought were disgusting. 
"I heard people say people 
were engaging in sexual 
intercourse and going to the 
bathroom out in the open I 
couldn't believe the things I 
saw and heard about." she 
said 
She said that many people 
wanted to use the bathrooms 
in her two shops She 
explained that people were 
not permitted to use the 
private toilet in Baskin- 
Robbins. but many 
concertgoers used the public 
bathroom in the donut shop. 
"THEY MUST have 
thrown a lot of stuff down 
the toilet because we had to 
call a plumber Sunday." she 
noted 
Chris Hodges, 
reservations clerk at 
Holiday Inn. 1550 E Wooster 
St.. said the motel was so 
crowded Saturday night that 
10-15 people slept in the 
lobby 
He said that the people 
who stayed in the rooms left 
the place a shambles They 
left excretions in drawers, 
broke light fixtures, took 
telephones and held drag 
races on the grass behind 
the motel. Hodges said 
"It wasn't even worth 
doing such good business 
because we had so many 
damages." Hodges said 
Whitebird '75 
Boddog, on* of UVKOI local and Ohio groups 
performing at the Whitebird 75 concert Saturday, 
plays fo an informal crowd in front of Williams 
Hall. (Nowsphoto by Dan Foicht) 
'Kiss Me Kate' to premier tonight 
Preview By 
Norms Sleele 
"Brush Up Your Shakes- 
peare." one of the main 
songs in "Kiss Me Kate." 
might be a good command 
for theater-goers planning to 
see the musical which opens 
tonight and runs through 
Saturday. 
The Cole Porter musical is 
fairly typical of the 1940s, 
according to Dr Allen 
White, associate professor 
of speech and the musical's 
director 
The show, set in 1948 at 
the Ford Theatre in Balti- 
more. Md . is a "show 
within a show." Dr White 
said 
THE PLOT involves a 
company of actors who 
carry their real life conflicts 
into a performance of Wil- 
liam Shakespeare's 
"Taming of the Shrew " 
Highlighting the action 
are such Cole Porter songs 
as "Why Can't You 
Behave''" "So In Love." and 
Where is the Life that Late 
lLed'" 
"There are probably more 
familiar tunes here than any 
other musical." according to 
Dr Ivan Trusler. director of 
choral activities and pro- 
fessor of music education 
"Cole Porter is one of the 
greatest composers from 
the Broadway musical 
theater." Dr Trusler said 
HE CAPTURES the    hot 
jazz, swinging sound of the 
20's, while including some 
Shakespearean tunes." Dr 
Trusler explained 
Some songs are "wickedly 
full of suggestive things." he 
said They reflect the new 
age of liberalization after 
World War II "when people 
were free of the tension of 
war." 
The costumes are full of 
rich looking, hot, bright 
colors, according to Mildred 
Lit. assistant professor of 
speech. They have a Gothic 
looking line for the Shrew 
characters and original 40's 
costumes for the others 
"I CALL IT a glit show." 
Lit said, "but that doesn't 
mean a lot of glitter It is 
bright and shiny, with all the 
[lash you can get." 
The costumes for the lead 
characters were built in the 
Costume Shop, located in 
Moseley Hall, according to 
Lit. The dancers' costumes 
have been rented from Mask 
and Wig Costumes, a com- 
pany in Dayton. 
Renting saves time and 
allows for more costume 
variety. Lit said "Actually 
the clothes are better made 
than what could be done in 
the shop, especially when 
the leads themselves have 
seven different outfits to be 
made " 
CHOREOGRAPHY     for 
"Kiss Me Kate" was 
arranged by Celeste Beer- 
man. Continuing Education 
dance teacher and Dennis 
O'Dell. junior (A&Si 
Scenery was designed by Dr 
Brian! Lee. assistant pro- 
fessor of speech 
The cast includes O'Dell. 
Kevin Moore, junior (Mus. I. 
Carol     Vroman.     senior 
(Musi: Bobbie Bean, sopho 
more (Musi. Steven Peter, 
senior (A&Si. and Jerry 
Droll, sophomore i Ed l 
The cast is supported by 17 
singers. 14 dancers and 20 
orchestra members 
"IT'S QUITE a contrast to 
coordinate the elements of a 
musical." Hi White said, 
"because there are so many 
more and different types of 
artists " 
"Very few of the students 
can do everything." Dr 
Trusler said, "and we have 
to teach them how That's 
why a musical provides such 
a good educational opportu- 
nity." 
Tickets for this final 
spring production are on 
sale from 11 am -3:30 p.m. 
today through Friday and 
after 7 p.m. evenings of the 
performance Admission is 
$2.25 for adults. II 25 for 
children and 50 cents for 
University students present- 
ing an ID Reservations can 
be made by calling 372-2719. 
The performance is at 8 
p.m. 
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Campus safety panel 
discusses foot patrol 
By Lorraine JisinM 
AMI. Htu|li| Editor 
Campus Safety Advisory 
Panel members Friday dis- 
cussed a report by William 
Evans, a consultant on 
Campus Safety policies and 
practices who visited the 
University this winter. 
Evans, vice president of 
Cresap. McCormick and 
Paget. Inc.. a management 
consulting firm, was hired 
by the University to observe 
and make recommendations 
concerning police and secu- 
rity matters here. 
In his report to University 
President Hollis Moore Jr 
and the panel. Evans sug- 
gested that all exclusive foot 
patrols be ended All patrols 
should take place in vehicles 
to enhance police capabili 
ties to respond quickly to 
calls, he said 
Presently a minimum of 
two one-man cars patrol the 
University, according to 
Campus Safety Director 
Dale Shaffer At times there 
are one to three officers on 
foot patrol, he said. 
Patrolmen should spend 
most of their patrol time out 
of their cars. Evans said. 
but have the cars nearby 
when they are on foot 
More patrol cars would be 
needed to put this plan into 
effect. Evans noted. But he 
added that more cars are 
inexpensive compared to a 
patrolman's salary. 
This step will make 
patrolmen more useful and 
eventually could lead to a 
reduction in the number of 
patrolmen. Evans said. 
SHAFFER INITIATED 
foot patrols In 1971. saying 
tbey were well received by 
students. In fact, students 
have requested more foot 
patrols. Shaffer said. 
IN OTHER business. Bob 
Arrowsmith. coordinator of 
residence services and panel 
member, moved that the 
panel support another Evans 
recommendation which 
would result in changing 
Campus Safety's name to 
Campus Police. 
But Arrowsmith said he 
does not believe a name 
change will allow Campus 
Safety to escape association 
completely with Parking 
Services. 
Shaffer    said    Campus 
Safety and Parking Services 
are two distinct operations, 
but students often think they 
are one and the same. 
THE NAME of the panel 
also will change to Univer- 
sity Police-Community 
Relations Advisory Panel. 
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS 
SWIMMING POOL - BASKETBALL NETS 
SAUNA BATH ■ GAME &.LAUNDRY ROOM 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
JUNE 15th thru AUG. 31 
(2h months) 
Five pulled from 
capsized oil rig 
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-Divers pulled five men from a 
capsized oil rig yesterday. 22 hours after they had been 
trapped below the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 
A sixth man was still missing, and the conditions of the 
rescued five were not known. 
Divers found the men by cutting holes with a torch in the 
underside of living-quarter compartments in the mobile oil 
rig after trying unsuccessfully to open hatches to the 
compartments. They had searched with lights for the 
hatches all night 
THERE WAS no sound from inside during the frantic 
efforts to locate the men. A Coast Guard spokesman said the 
first man rescued was believed to have been trapped more 
than 30 feet down. 
In efforts to save the trapped men. divers tried 
unsuccessfully to pump air into the submerged living 
quarters. 
Part of the rig's base was above water, ringed by rescue 
boats and anotiier mobile rig brought in for the rescue. A 
500-ton crane barge was being towed toward the scene 
The first man to be rescued. Derrell Dore of Delcambre. 
I.i   was found in a pocket of air three to four feet deep. 
HE WAS PLACED in a decompression chamber for two 
hours and then hospitalized. The Coast Guard spokesman 
said the length of time in the chamber indicated that he had 
been at least S3 feet deep. 
The 90-foot-long mobile rig, owned by Progress Marine, 
Inc., capsized 18 miles southwest of Grand Isle, La. while it 
was being towed back to port after completing repair work 
on a permanent rig 
Six other men were rescued from the water within 
minutes after the incident 
1 Bedroom turn 
2 Bedrooms furn. 
EFFICIENCIES turn. 
'370.00; unfurn. '320.00 
'450.00; unfurn. '390.00 
'305.00;   unfurn. '260.00 
ALL UTILITIES PAID (including CABLE T.V.) 
on i   ■ nB.G 
OFFICE OPfNMON FRI  12 00 6 00 
CALL 352 1195        SAT   12 00400 
SUMMER SAVINGS 
SPECTACULAR 
For Your Library 
For Your Final Paper 
Graduation Present 
For Summer Leisure 
Father's Day Gifts 
While they last! 
Special shipment 
of 
quality paperbacks 
99* 
SAVIUPTO 
75% 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Bldg. 
ABORTION 
STARTING RATE 425.00 
1-24 week pregnancy terminated 
By Licensed Gynecologist 
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODERN TECHNICS 
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631 1557 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
^k   — FEATURING — 
Ckar  Brollrd Steaks  sad 
■ [„"   \   'Wl             Chops ■ I", V^ll              Fall Course  Family Dia- 
mm               PANCAKES a WAFFLES 
Open Tun. Ihru Sal. 7 3* II 
2?B|                  Sunday. 7:38-7:68 
4Mfr s^usssg™ 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
iSlgsas 
YOU'RE NOT A BABY MACHINE. 
YOU CAN BRING ON YOUR PERIOD WHEN YOU WANT IT, 
If you have a negative pregnancy test, and your period is not over 14 days late, 
our licensed, qualified staff of doctors can remove the menses by vacuum 
aspiration, in about 3 minutes! Bring on, shorten, or schedule your period. 
Menstrual Regulation is a safe, simple method of "morning after" birth control, 
which we hope will totally replace the still experimental, definitely dangerous 
"Morning After Pill." Menstrual regulation saves the worry and expense of ter- 
minating a confirmed, more advanced pregnancy. With menstrual regulation, 
you'll never know for sure if you were pregnant, unless you want to know. 
Patients under 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian, or bring 
notarized written parental consent. (If your period is over 14 days late, call us 
for counseling, legal abortion, or other medical and emotional help with problem 
pregnancy.) Call now for an appointment; no waiting. 
PREGNANCY TEST FREE 
MENSTRUAL REGULATION $50.00 
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
10605 Chester Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106 
(216) 795-1900 Ohio-wide toll free (800) 362-1452 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
C*pt- '" Lo> Aaark. T.. 
ACROSS 
1 Actress Normand 
of silent Aim 
6 Crosiers   - 
12 Taste 
13 Storm 
IB Girl's name 
16 Polygons 
18 Running play 
move 
19 Extinguished 
21 Compass point 
22 Helen's home 
23 PenpoinU 
24 Smoke 
Bissageway 
aker Street 
vehicle 
28 Tours' river 
29 Entreaties 
30 Brass instrument 
31 Nut trees 
34 Author Gelett 
36 Trees 
36 Word avec 
nationale 
37 Brief 
38 Covered wagon 
42 The "shrew1' 
43 Authoritative 
sanction 
44 Biblical   kingdom 
46 Ruler: Abbr. 
46 Faith, hope, or 
charity 
48 College in North 
Carolina 
49 Rather rare 
afternoon affair 
61 Relating to old 
»g« 
63 Decrease 
64 User of poetic 
references 
55 Headlands 
66 Combining form 
used with first-, 
second-, etc. 
DOWN 
1 Island NE of 
Java 
2 Young wife In 
Chaucer tale 
8 Devise for 
underwater 
exploration 
4 Suffix on ordinal 
numerals 
5 Grand jete. for 
example 
6 Concave 
moldings 
7 Baseball Hall of 
Fame member 
8 A thing done: 
Lat 
9 Level 
10 It comes on little 
cat feet 
11 9.000 ft, in the 
Alps 
12 City of central 
Scotland 
14 Makes certain 
17 Desserts, in 
Devon 
20 The last of the 
Mohicans 
24 State flower of 
Alaska: Phrase 
26 Fragrant 
27 Converted stables 
28 Olivier and 
others 
80 Heal 
31 Jewel box 
32 Abashed by guilt 
33 Marked chess 
piece 
34 African tribe 
36 Beards 
38 Go around 
39 Grainy limestone 
40 Prison keeper: 
Brit. 
41 Commander of 
King Saul's 
army 
43 Discovers 
46 Trucks 
47 Courtesy title: 
Abbr. 
50 Printing block 
52 U.S.A., French 
style 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Tuesday. June 3,1975 
Active Christians Today Bible study lellowship (acuity lounge. 
Union. 7:09 p.m. 
Women for Women last general meeting of qtr Plans for nest yrs 
program will be discussed Taft Km , Union 5:30 pm. 
BGSU Karate Club-Gojukai meet Aud . St Thomas More Parish. 
5:30-7.30 p.m.  
BG KoSutemi Domo practice session Km 101 Hayes Hall. 7 30-9 30 
p.m 
RIDES 
Ride  available  to  California 
For more into, call 3534*63. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST    Key-can identify   Call 
37J-&J0S. Please1 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Need PHOTOGRAPHS'' 
portraits.        passports. 
applications, senior specials. 
WEISSBKOD Studio 123 W 
Wposter. 352-2142. 
Critics 1 Goodies from the 
ORANGE DOOR Desserts. 
Breads. Rolls by order 352-0030 
Voice lessons for the summer 
Charlcnc Harris. 372-1721 or 
Room 313 Johnston Hall. 
Getting married'' Wedding 
Photography bv David McNeill 
993-3791.  
Decisions'' Need to talk' 
Emotional and Material 
Pregnancy Aid. 959-4294  
Abortion Information Service 
starting rate 1125 Clinic very 
close to area. 1-24 week 
pregnancy terminated by 
licensed certified gynecologist 
Modern techniques and finest 
facilities Immediate 
arrangements will be made 
with no hassle Cell collect. 24 
hour service 1-214-431-1557 
WANTED  
2 roommates for summer, 
grads preferred House close to 
campus Own large bedrooms 
Call 352 -80*6 
Need one male to sublease 
apartment for '75-74 Call 2- 
5992  
Wanted 2 roommates, summer 
ISO/mo each Furnished 952- 
43*5  
I I needed to sublet for fall qtr 
952-0772  
Need 2 f to help sublease house 
summer Own room ISO mo 2- 
1419 __^_ 
Need 1 or 2 ( rmmis sum own 
rm 133 50 mo uUI incl. 352- 
1104 or 2-5201 after 5 4 blks 
camp.  
F rmmte needed S College 
Apt. own room 958 mo 352- 
1949  
PERSONAL*  
II 00 off on all classical LP's at 
FINDER'S  
Hey 'twin' - I'm really happy to 
have you as my big' DZ Love, 
Karen 
Sam B's Carryout sells beer and 
wine until 1 a.m. every night 
Stop into FINDER'S and pick 
up an LP for only 89 89 
Want to rent 1 bdrm. furn apt. 
from Aug 1 thru Sept. 12. 352 
7440 after 5pm 
2 m roommates fall quarter 
$75, mo U Courts, furnished 
952-9001  
4 sublessors sum qtr 220 E. 
Mary - own bdrm Make offer. 
9-9299  
F rmale needed summer 
354 mo near campus. 2-5282 
1 m rmmte fall, across from 
Towers. 874, mo Paul 2-5511. 
2 female rmmts needed for (all 
, quarter Call 9924004 
Stereo tapes 82 98 each with 
second one for 'i price. All 
types of speakers home It car 
(home units, fm, am. stereo (or 
cars) tape decks, full line of CB 
radios 4 all equipment 
(antennas! Discount Stereo 
Tapes - next to Big N 
2 piece furniture to be taken to 
east side Cleveland. Will pay 
well 972-2093  
The new Elton John LP is only 
83 89 at FINDERS 
Oscar     Mayer 
grrreat 
You arwe 
Mr. Malhey - A lour like that 
makes us want to "Sboat and Be 
Joylul"' Thanks Love. 
Acapella Choir. 
Diane - You really have your 
"akata" together' Thanks lor a 
great trip Love. Acapella 
Choir  
Kidd The KD's are ready lor 
the softball finals - are yoa? 
Classifieds 
get results 
83.89 will now buy you an LP at 
FINDER'S  
Break a leg Bobbie, alias 
"Bianca" You're the greatest! 
Love, Your Roomie  
Linda, the hunt was great with 
everything from shooting the 
brew to a visit to my Favorite 
Snakes and I couldn't have 
found a better Big at the end 
KD love, from your little - 
Marcl  
Stereo Tapes $2 98 each 4 2nd 
one for hall price. Also home 4 
auto components at discount 
prices Discount Stereo Tapes ■ 
next to BUN  
New shipment of India 
bedspreads at Valaas 109 N 
Main.  
All |7 98 list price 8 track 4 
cassette tapes only 86 99 at 
FINDERS  
Horny and Gary: What a 
surprise you did bring: we 
never expected that diamond 
ring Low. Tin Angles,  
Secret 4 says. "Have a nice 
summer, sisters'"  
Leslie. I'm so happy to have you 
as my big! KD Love. Jeas.  
Record Sale at FINDERS. 
LP's are now only 89 89 
FOR SALE  
Guitar for sale Call 352-1859 
Late '73 model Honda CL 950 
mintcond Make offer 372-4451 
93 VW. new battery. 27 mpg 
Good town car. 393-4413. after 3 
'95 Chevelle. 8 cyl. stick-shift. 
4175 00.952-4892  
'72 Honda 450. onlv 9900 mil. 
Best offer 972-1879  
Hanimex Praktica w/SOmm 
11.8. mint condition 890 00. also 
85mm (28 w pentax mount like 
new. 840 00 - Mamiya C220 
w 80mm f2 8. side grip 4 deluxe 
hood 4 I'enU prism finder mint 
condition CaH 952-8848 or 372- 
3512.  
Apt. sale today 497 S Summit 
No 55 Odds N Ends 10-5 p m . 
352-3080.  
AKAI GX-370D reel to reel, 
mikes, tapes 1 yr old. List 8800 
Asking 8490. 703 Second St Apt. 
w  
72 Vega 4 sp new engine good 
mllge Call 287-3797 alter 3 
12 x 80 Riticraft Mobile home 
392-4848.  
199 galloa aquar set-up Best 
Oder 372-3493  
7 It Boa ft Boa Constrictor and 
big cage Mast sell before 
finals 392-4948 alter 4:30. 
1872 Super Beetle excellent 
coad low milage 41404 Call 372- 
2389 or 992-4159  
89 Ford Thunder bird 889* or 
make an offer Must sell, owner 
going overseas Phone noon to 4 
3934074. 
FOR RENT 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
close to campus For more 
information call 392-1174 after 5 
p.m. 
I bdrm furn apt to lease lor 
summer 4 fall 3529378. 
1 bdrm furn apt available 
summer Main St 352-1153 
2 bdrm furn townhouse Avail 
6.15 can be rented 1st term, 
whole summer or full yr lease 
1170 mo 352-0702 
Now leasing 1 bdrm apis 
$150 mo Pinehurst Apartments 
220 Napoleon Rd 352-1480    
I bdrm apt. furn. close to 
campus, married couple 
preferred 7I9A 3rd St B G 352 
5803  
Furnished apt 2 bedroom need 
1 male rmt   available June 1 
352 4380 or Ml 3rd St Apt   '2 
STUDENTS APTS Summer 4 
Fall lge 2 bdrm. (urn close to 
campus UNIVERSITY 
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer 
Kd 352-0144 
Rooms near campus Fall and 
summer rentals 352-7345. 
2 bedroom apartments near 
Towers Fall rates (or 4 
students Summer rates (or 2. 3. 
or 4 students 352-7395 
Students needed to (ill 4 man 
apartments at Campus Manor 
(or Fall school vear 352-9302 or 
352-7345 evenings 
Campus    Manor 4    man 
apartments Just s (ew left Pk 
392-9302 or 352-7395 evenings 
2 bdrm. furnished apts a c. 
leasing lor summer 4 (all 
Summer rates call evenings 
959-5149 and 352-9989  
GREENVIEW APTS now 
renting for Summer 4 Fall. 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
ALL UTILITIES PAID INCL 
CABLE TV Open Moo Fri 
12 09-6 08. Sat 12 004:00 Call 
3521195  
521 EAST MERRY Less than 
one block from campus 2 
bedroom, furnished air 
conditioned and In excellent 
condition. Tenants only pay the 
electric Is set up (or 4 persons 
One vacancy left (or Fall. $74 90 
per person per month. 
824 SIXTH STREET Same 
setup as above apartments. One 
vacancy for Fall $9500 per 
person per month For more 
information call Newlove 
Realty 353-7381.  
APARTMENTS - 2 bedrooms. 
furnished 9524871  
One bdrm. apt. to sublease 
avail Sept 15 352-7092  
1 bdrm. (urn. apt. (or summer 
Close to campus Call 9924*89 
Sublease 2 bd apt. air 
conditioned. Swimming pool. 
Call 353-2788 or 372-14*6 
local briefs 
Ed students 
All EMR. EMR El ED or LBD El ED students who 
have not completed merge applications for winter and 
spring 1976 should do so immediately Forms are available 
in 365 and 451 Education Bldg 
Non-merge students can contact Pam in 451 Education 
Bldg if they plan to enroll in method courses and as 
student teachers during either winter or spring next year 
Yearbooks 
The Key reports that the new yearbooks have not come 
in from the printers yet. The books are expected to come 
in sometime next week If they are not received by that 
time, they will be mailed out 
Puppy found 
A shorthaired female puppy resembling the huskie breed 
was found on campus Saturday night The dog was black 
with white paws Call 372-4937 for further information. 
Firelands 
Complete schedules of summer course offerings at 
Firelands campus are available at the Registrar's Office. 
The schedule includes lower division courses, continuing 
education and extension offerings 
Schedules can be picked up at the office or ordered by 
writing the office or calling 433-5560 Registration deadline 
for the complete summer session or the first five week 
session is June 18 
Israel extends peace 
gesture to Egyptians 
Auditions 
Tryouts for next year's Union Activities Organization 
(UAOl production of "Sweet Charity'' will be from 5-7 
p.m June 5 and 6 in the Ohio Suite. Union An audition will 
be from 1-3 p.m June 7 in the Ohio Suite For more 
information, contact Jon Martin at the UAO office 372- 
2343 
Police report 
Campus Safety reported four cases of vehicle accessory 
thefts over the weekend Stolen articles included a camper 
top. a tape player and two Harley- Davidson motorcycle 
generators Damages totaled over $600 All of the thefts 
occurred in Lot 6 
George Adams. Louisville. Ohio, was apprehended and 
charged with reckless operation for driving his car on the 
ski slope. 
A 17-year-old Indianapolis, lnd juvenile was arrested 
for possession of hypodermic needles, syringes and a 25- 
calibre automatic pistol 
Ashley and Bromfield dormitories sustained minor 
property damages 
Robert Rodriguez. Detroit, was apprehended at the 
Stadium for disorderly conduct and resisting arrest 
By Tfce Asueiated Press 
Israel announced yesterday the 
withdrawal of tanks, artillery and troops 
from the Suez Canal as a peace gesture to 
Egypt for reopening the waterway 
President Ford ended summit talks with 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat in Salzburg 
and said he would unveil a Middle East 
peace-seeking formula within the next 
month 
Israeli Premier Yitzhak Rabin announced 
in Jerusalem that Israel will withdraw half 
its tanks and all Its artillery from the canal, 
scheduled to reopen Thursday He also said 
Israel will reduce its front line troops by 50 
per cent, down to 3.500 men. to contribute to 
the "relaxation of military tension in the 
area." 
Previously Israel said the reopening of the 
canal did not oblige it to respond with a 
peaceful gesture, and Egypt had said it 
would bar Israeli shipping from the 
waterway on grounds their two nations 
technically are still at war 
In    Salzburg.    Austria.    Ford    talked 
optimistically about prospects for a Middle 
East peace "in the interests of all parties." 
But he said he has yet to make "final 
judgments" on the peace-seeking formula 
SADAT SAID he will return to Cairo to 
confer with his colleagues on approaches to 
peace. "I shall be always in contact with 
President Ford." he said, adding that he had 
invited the American leader to visit Egypt. 
Officials in Beirut said four persons were 
killed in the village fighting, including an 
aide to former President Camille Chamoun. 
Five persons were wounded 
Four Chamoun aides were kidnaped Friday 
night, setting off the battle between armed 
men from the Christian village of Damour. 
about 15 miles south of Beirut, and Moslems 
from Haret Naameh. less than a mile away. 
There was scattered shooting in several 
sections of Beirut before dawn yesterday as 
Premier Rashid Karami continued trying to 
form a cabinet to return the capital to 
normal after 11 days of street fighting 
between factional private armies. 
Inflation cuts operating money 
By Aidy Brararae' 
Because the increase in 
next year's University 
budget is less than the cur- 
rent rate of inflation. Uni- 
versity President Hollis 
Moore Jr. said he thinks the 
University has lost operating 
money for the coming year. 
Dr. Moore made his 
remarks in answering stu- 
dent questions at the Thurs- 
day morning Union Activi- 
ties Organization (UAO) 
presidential breakfast. 
In the past, the state legis- 
lature gave money to state 
supported universities on an 
equal formula basis but is 
not doing so this year, accor- 
ding to Dr Moore 
HE SAID THAT next year 
the University of Cincinnati 
and Ohio University will 
receive larger shares of the 
budget than other schools 
Dr. Moore also talked 
about the status of the pro- 
posed recreation center and 
the proposed music building 
If the recreation canter is 
built, it will be located east 
of the Health Center, accor- 
ding to Dr. Moore However, 
he said he is not sure 
whether the capital appro- 
priations bill for the center 
will pass 
The new music building, if 
it is authorized, will be built 
north of the recreation 
center site. Dr Moore said. 
EDUCATIONAL specifca 
lions for the music building 
are ready and an architect 
may be hired in fall should 
construction be authorized. 
Dr. Moore said. Some bids 
already are submitted on the 
building and are lower than 
expected, he noted 
The present music build- 
ing's future is uncertain. Dr 
Moore said, although it 
might be turned over to the 
art department since "it 
would be an easy conver- 
sion." he said 
Dr Moore said the Alpha 
Tau Omega fraternity 
house, which is being 
vacated, may be converted 
into a Spanish House similar 
to the French House 
Black fraternities and 
sororities were offered the 
house but none could meet 
occupancy requirements of 
a filled house. Dr. Moore 
said 
Ugh! 
Two men participating in the annual Phi Kappa Pn - Chi 
Omega Bathtub Race at Peregrine Pond almost capsize. 
Alpha Delta Phi and the Sig Ep's won the Saturday afternoon 
event. (Newspheto by Dick Kaverman) 
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ABORTION 
125M 
TOLL FREE 9 A.M.-10 P.M. 
1-800  438-3710 
The Unique + 
The Beautiful = 
The 
ORANGE DOOR 
for All Your 
Gift Needs 
15348 Sandridge Rd. 
352-0030 
FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS. 
• lull furnished apts HAMPTON HOUSE 705 7th ST 
r • I Mitral gas air conditioning and healing BUCKEYF HOUSE 649 6th ST 
•ft      with individual apt contiols BIRCHW00D PLACE    '    650 6th ST   4* 
«• sliding glass doors lo balcony and patio MT  VFRN0N                    Bn, Ath qr   ^ 
• Gas   equipped laundry area available m ""   vtKI™N                    BUZ 6th ST   -fg 
each apt building HAVEN HOUSE                                        -fc 
• patio areas with grills available for each MANOR 1515 E WOOSTER M 
^ ■ building P* 
^ • club house facility featuring indoor The following offer access fo the BG T^ 
4j( heated pool Health Spa, swimming pool, whirlpool, -|( 
je sauna and locker room facilities.            .«, 
I "^•ssssar"* p*™™ PROPERTIES * t 
M                ■>< hrs daily 9 12 & 1-5 Management, 1163 Napoleon Rd.          ^ 
P                 352-6248 or 352 9378 OFFICE HRS 9 12 and 1 5    352-9378     P 
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REMEMBER YOUR LIFE AT COLLEGE! 
ORDER YOUR 
1976 
KEY NOW! 
Call 372-0086 or visit the Key 310 Stud. Serv. 
Pop. */Th« BG News, Tuesday, Ju ne 3, 1975 
TO: University Community 
As a part of Bowling Green State University's continuing effort in providing and enhancing 
equal employment opportunity for all, the Board of Trustees approved revisions in the Equal 
Opportunity Policy Statement and Affirmative Action Program at its meeting on May 15, 
1975. 
In the revised document, I wish to call your attention to the establishments of an Affirma- 
tive Action Advisory Council and an Equal Opportunity Hearing Board in the section on "Griev- 
ance Procedures for Complaints of Unlawful Discrimination." It is expected that the process 
will become operational in the Fall, 1975 after the committees have been selected and train- 
ed in equal opportunity and affirmative action issues. 
Any questions regarding this document should be referred to the Coordinator of Human 
Resources, Mrs. Vivian N. Lawyer, 372-2915. 
Hollis A. Moore 
President 
BACKGROUND SUMMARY 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY STATEMENT 
AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM 
Under federal and state regulations, it is required that institutions which receive federal 
grants have a program dedicated to equal employment opportunity—including an affirmative 
action program to make certain that such opportunities are made available. Since the spring 
of 1971, the University has been engaged in several phases of consideration and implemen- 
tation of an Affirmative Action Program for Equal Employment Opportunity. 
In the fall of 1971 a committee, representative of faculty and administration staff conven- 
ed to consider an Affirmative Action Program at Bowling Green State University. 
As a result of study of the programs which were adopted at other institutions; review of 
practices at our University; and projection of the policy which would need to be adopted to 
meet the federal requirements; the BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EQUAL EMPLOY- 
MENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY STATEMENT AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM was de- 
veloped. It was recommended that the statement be approved by the Board of Trustees. This 
approval took place on February 24, 1972. 
At the beginning of spring quarter, 1972, Vivian M. Lawyer assumed the position of Direc- 
tor of the Office of Equal Opportunity, reporting to the Provost. 
In June of 1973 there was a change in reporting for some areas whose goals were institu- 
tion wide. The Office of Equal Opportunity was included in the change to the Resource Plan- 
ning team. There was a title change from Director to Coordinator of Human Resources. The 
Coordinator began to report to the Vice President of Resource Planning. 
During the course of the 1973-74 academic year, the Affirmative Action Committee 
members realized the need for changing the constituency of the committee and for es- 
tablishing a formal grievance procedure. 
The attached document has included in its revisions in the original policy statement which 
alter the Affirmative Action Advisory Council membership, establish a Hearing Board with ap- 
propriate procedures, and add the most current federal directive regarding the handicapped. 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY POLICY 
STATEMENT AND AFFIRMATIVE 
ACTION PROGRAM 
Bowlini Green Slat* University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(as recommended for approval • 
changes are in bold type) 
I. PURPOSE 
Bowlini Green State University 
affirms, through this statement, its 
commitment and dedicated efforts 
to provide equal employment oppor- 
tunity as prescribed by federal and 
state laws* Bowling Green State 
University will not discriminate 
against any person because of race, 
religion, color, national origin, sen, 
age, or handicap and it will not 
knowingly cooperate with, support, 
or employ the services of other 
organizations which discriminate 
against persons on such grounds 
This policy statement is designed 
to establish the action of Bowling 
Green State University, its Presi 
dent. Trustees. Faculty and Adminis- 
trate Officers to provide equal 
employment opportunity to all 
qualified persons without regard to 
race, religion, cokx. national orlglfl. 
sei. age, or handicap and to J,«Ke af 
firmatrve action in instances where 
such opportunity may be limited 
Further, the statement establishes 
administrative procedures tor both a 
periodic review of employment prac- 
tices and for corrective procedures 
m cases which do not ensure equal 
employment opportunities 
II. EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY 
Authority for coordination and im- 
plementation of the program of Af- 
firmative Action tor Bowling Green 
State University will be delegated by 
the President to the Coordinator of 
Human Resources. The Coordinator 
shall report to the Vke President of 
Resource Planning. 
The Coordinator shall 111 regularly 
review university employment and 
compensation practices. (2) report 
annually to the university community 
employment statistics and in- 
dications of the effectiveness of the 
Affirmative Action program, (31 
recommend further action and 
change, (4) take such action as may 
be necessary for minonty people and 
for women, (51 serve as ombudsper 
son and referral agent for 
grievances 
• Such as Executive Order 11246 
at amended by 11375, Governor's 
Slecutive Order of January 27,1972 
and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 
III. AFFIRMATIVE  ACTION   AD 
VISORY COUNCIL 
The Affirmative Action Advisory 
Council shall broadly represent the 
University community. ft shall in- 
clude members representing I acuity, 
non-faculty contract staff, classified 
service staff, graduate and un- 
dergraduate students. 
A.  Membership The 
membership shad include individuals 
who represent minorities, women 
and the handicapped in order that 
persons oho are aenaHhre to and 
familiar with the problems of their 
respective groups are advising the 
Coordinator of Human Resource*. 
The Advisory Council thai consist 
Oh 
1. Four faculty members chosen 
according to the procedures for 
Unrversrty Committees an the "Facul- 
ty Charter- 
2 Two non-faculty contract staff 
members appointed by the Presi- 
dent. 
3 Ten classified staff members 
appointed by the President. 
4 One undergraduate student 
appointed by the Student Govern 
ment Association. 
5. One graduate student ap- 
pointed by the Graduate Student 
Senate. 
6. Coordinator of Human Re- 
sources shall also serve it • 
member. 
7. The chairperson shall he 
elected at the first meeting of the 
Advisory Council. 
8. Terms of Office 
1. To be consistent with the 
"Faculty Charter," the terms of of- 
fice for the Council members shag 
be tor three years except for the In- 
itial appointments of one of each: 
faculty, non-faculty contract and 
classified staff. Their initial ap- 
pointments shad be for two years. 
Z The students shad have one 
year terms. 
C Functions: 
1. The Affirmative Action Ad- 
visory Council shall advise the Coor- 
dinator of Human Resources on 
policy matters relating to the Affir- 
mative Action Program. 
2 The Affirmative Action Ad- 
visory Council shall review matters 
brought to Us attention by the Equal 
Opportunity Hearing Board. Policy 
recommendations will go to the 
President for approval. 
t The Affirmative Action «. 
vitory Council thai review the Inven 
lories and proposals for affirmative 
action presented by the Provost, 
Vke Presidents and Deans. 
4. Whenever the Affirmative Ac- 
tion Advisory Council cannot come to 
agreement on an issue, the decision 
of the Coordinator of Human Re- 
sources shall prevail. 
IV. THE   EQUAL   OPPORTUNITY 
HEARING BOARD (See Appendu I) 
A. Shalt conduct formal hearings 
in cases in which voluntary com 
pkance has not been successful. 
V. PUBLICATION 
A copy ol this statement shall be 
distributed to the faculty, staff, and 
employees of Bowling Green State 
University and is available, upon re- 
quest, to students, to friends of the 
University, alumni and to the citizens 
of Ohio through publications of the 
University and the news media of 
the state Copies of the statement 
are also available, upon request, to 
organizations of municipal, state and 
federal government concerned with 
civil rights, minority affairs or 
employment practices Also, all for 
mal reports of the Coordinator of 
Human Resources (eicept for In- 
vestigation reports) are available. 
upon request, to any interested per 
sons, to University publications 
editors and to the news media 
Equal employment opportunity in 
formation and other pertinent local 
and federal brochures will be posted 
in central areas of the University 
community and all University per- 
sonnel policy and procedure manuals 
will contain a statement of the com- 
mitment of the University to equal 
employment opportunity 
VI.    RECRUITMENT   AND   TRAIN- 
ING 
Bowling Green State University 
employment opportunities are open 
to all qualified persons without 
regard to race, creed, color, national 
origin. sex. age. or handicap Spec 
tied qualifications for positions are 
those which have direct relationship 
to the sewe to be rendered Oppor- 
tunities for training and advance- 
ment are offered on the basis ol 
demonstrated qualifications and 
success m performance of assigned 
responsibilities without regard to 
race, religion color, national origin, 
sea. age. or handicap. In all cases. 
University employers wdl actively 
recruit minority persons and women 
for available positions The Uni 
vtrsrty It in educational institution 
wN see* to overcome the shortage 
of mirionty parsons and women m 
fields for which university prepara- 
tion is required by active recruit 
ment and encouragement of women 
and minority persons as students or 
trainees 
Screening, testing and selection 
procedures are employed without 
regard to race, religion, color, 
national origin, sex, age, or handicap. 
However, procedures which appear 
to be neutral and yet have a dis- 
parate effect upon minorities and 
women will be altered ap- 
proprlately.• Screening procedures, 
application and other employment 
forms and personnel records will be 
reviewed periodically to ensure com- 
pliance with federal and state laws. 
Compensations, salary advance- 
ment, opportunities for training and 
promotion are offered to all qualified 
candidates 
VII.   CONTRACTORS  AND  VEN- 
DORS 
Contractors, subcontractors and 
vendors will be notified of Bowling 
Green State University's Statement 
of Equal Employment Opportunity. 
Suppliers are required to show 
evidence ot compliance with Federal 
Ewcutive Orders 11246 and 11375 
in contract agreements The Equal 
Opportunity Clause (11246) will be 
incorporated in each accepted con- 
tract, first-tier subcontract and 
purchase order 
VIII. PLACEMENT 
Bowling Green State University 
Placement Services will employ, in 
all procedures and records, practices 
which assure equal opportunity for 
employment of qualified graduates 
without regard to race, religion, 
color, national origin, se>. age. or 
handicap and will not provide infor- 
mation or interview space to cor 
porations or individuals not declaring 
a policy of equal employment oppor 
tunity Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity placement officers wilt prepare 
regular reports (or the Coordinator 
of Human Resources which indicate 
use of recruiting facilities and 
success in placement of minority 
persons and women 
• Title 29 ■ Chapter XIV - Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commis- 
sion, Part 1607 - "Quidelin.s on 
Employee Selection Procedures," 
"Federal Register," Vol. 35, No. 149, 
August 1, 1970, Washington, D.C 
pp. 12311-12379. 
Qriggs v. Duke Power Co (401. 
U.S. 424 119711) 
IX. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
Each dean, director, chairperson 
or other employer within the Univer- 
sity shall be responsible for the im- 
plementation of this Statement of 
Equal Employment Opportunity at 
Bowling Green State University and 
for a program of Affirmative Action 
within the division Appropriate ac- 
tion will be taken by the Coordinator 
of Human Resources to ensure com- 
pliance with tins policy. 
Each dean shall maintain an ac- 
curate inventory of the college facul- 
ty showing composition by race, 
religion, color, national origin. sex. 
age. and handicap with regard to 
ccvtipensetion. time of promotion, 
provision for leaves and other 
benefits Where opportunities for 
women end minority persons appeer 
not to have been provided by ex* 
istmg employment practices, the 
college dean shall report to the Coor- 
dinator of Human Resources goals 
for employment of women and 
minonty persons and the procedures 
by which these goafs will be actuev 
ed At goals should be stated m 
terms of specific targets and 
deadhne dates The inventories and 
proposals for affirmative action shag 
bo reviewed oy the Affirmative Ac- 
hon Advisory Council and approved 
annually by the Coordinator of 
Human Resources. 
The Provost and Vice Presidents 
shall be responsible for providing, 
reporting and monitoring procedures 
and a program of affirmative action 
related to non-faculty contract per 
sonnel in the area he/she super- 
vises which will ensure equal 
employment opportunity without 
regard to race, religion, color, 
national origin, sen. age. or handicap 
in University action related to 
recruiting, hiring, promotions, salary, 
benefits, transfers, layoffs, return 
from layoff, training, education, tui- 
tion assistance and social and 
recreational programs The Provost 
and Vice Presidents shall take such 
action as necessary to expand 
employment and educational oppor- 
tunities for minority people and for 
women 
APPENDIX I 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
FOR COMPLAINTS OF 
UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION 
SUMMARY 
Any member of the University 
community who feels that she or he 
has been discriminated against 
because of race, religion, color, 
national origin, sex, age or handicap 
should consult with the Coordinator 
of Human Resources. The Coordine* 
tor shall attempt to resolve the com- 
plaint in the role of ombudsperson. If 
the complaint cannot be resolved in 
this informal manner, the complain- 
ant may choose not to pursue the 
matter further or shall fee a written 
complaint of the alleged act ot dis- 
crimination with the assistance of 
the Coordinator of Human Re- 
sources, rf necessary. This written 
complaint shall be Ned within ten 
(10) calendar days of discovery of 
the alleged discriminatory act or 
seven (7) days after attempts by the 
Coordinator of Human Resources to 
conciliate, whichever Is later. 
Upon receipt of a written com- 
plaint of an alleged unlawful dis- 
criminatory act, the Coordinator of 
Human Resources shall notify the 
Equal Opportunity Hearing Board. 
The Hearing Board shall convene 
and render a decision within thirty 
(30) calendar days. The Hearing 
Board procedures shall adhere to the 
elements of due process. 
The Hearing Board than notify the 
Afflrmathre Action Advisory Council 
that policy needs to be established 
or altered If, In reviewing a case, the 
conclusions have implications for an 
affected class. 
After the daemon has been 
rendered, the President has the right 
to review to determine whether or 
not due process has been afforded 
and to assure that the decision of 
the Hearing Board was based on 
substantial evidence as presented to 
the Board. 
The Coordinator of Human Re- 
sources shall monitor all affirmative 
or corrective action. 
Introduction 
Bowling Green State University 
affirms Itt cdrtTmltment and 
dedicated efforts to provide equal 
employment and educational oppor 
tunnies. The University wD not dis- 
criminate against any person 
because of race, religion, color, 
national origin, sex, age, or handicap 
and it will not knowingly cooperate 
with, support, or employ the ser- 
vices of other organiiationt which 
discriminate against parsons on such 
grounds. To this end any student 
(graduate or undergraduate), staff 
member (contract or classified), 
faculty member or applicant who be- 
lieves that an unlawful disenmatory 
act has occurod may seek redress by 
consulting with the Coordinator of 
Human Resources and having the 
complaint heard by the Equal Oppor- 
tunity Hearing Board. The pro- 
cedures are as follows: 
I. The Complainant shall 
A, Consult with the Coordinator 
of Human Resources regar- 
ding the alleged act of dis- 
crimination within ten (10) 
calendar days of discovery. 
The Coordinator shall inves- 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES     FOR COMPLAINTS OF        UNLAWFUL* DISCRIMINATION 
T 
10 days 
i 
7 days - after 
conciliation I 
COMPLAINANT 
COORDINATOR OF HUMAN     RESOURCES Conciliation: 
Case is closed. 
Written Complaint 
T 
30 days 
_1  
T 
5 days 
1 
t 
15 days 
i 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HEARING BOARD 
PROCtOURAL 
REVIEW BY PRESIDENT 
IF REQUESTED 
•rjescrimineoon because of race, 
religion, color, national origin, sea, 
age. or handicap. 
tigate or causa an investiga- 
tion to take place and shall 
attempt to conciliate. A 
presently employed faculty 
member may have his/her 
case referred to the Coor- 
dinator by the Faculty Per- 
sonnel and Conciliation Com- 
mittee. 
File a written complaint of the 
alleged discriminatory act 
within ten (10) calendar days 
of discovery or within seven (7) 
calendar days after the Coor- 
dinator has attempted to con- 
ciliate whichever is later. 
B. Include in the complaint the 
date and place ot the oc- 
currence ot the alleged act of 
discrimination. 
C. Indicate in the complaint 
whether the alleged dis- 
crimatory act was because of 
race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age, or han- 
dicap. 
D. Indicate in the complaint the 
area in which the alleged act 
of discrimination has occurred 
(e.g. hiring, termination, 
promotion, layoff, admission, 
or any form of disparate 
troafrnenL) 
II. The  Coordinator  of  Human 
Resources shall 
A Notify the Equal Opportunity 
Hearing Board of the written 
complaint. 
B. Coordinate the establishment 
of a hearing date, time and 
place and ratification of par- 
ties involved 
C Convene the Equal Opportuni- 
ty Hearing Board within thirty 
(30) calendar days and pre- 
sent a report of the actions 
which have occurod. 
III. The Equal Opportunity Hearing 
Board 
A. Membership • The 
membership shaft consist 
of individuals who repre- 
sent minorities, women, 
and the handicapped. 
The memberships shall consist 
Of: 
1. Four faculty members 
elected according to Faculty 
Charter procedures for 
University rarnrriittees. 
2 One classified and one non- 
faculty contract staff 
member, both appointed by 
the President. 
3 One graduate student ap- 
pointed by the Graduate 
Student Senate and one un- 
dergraduate student ap- 
pointed by the Student 
Government Association. 
B. Terms of Office 
1. Consistent with the Faculty 
Charter, the terms of office 
shall be for three years ex- 
cept for the students and for 
two of the initial appoint, 
ments of the other Board 
members. One faculty 
member and the non-faculty 
contract employee shall 
have initial appointments for 
two years. 
2. The students shall have one 
year terms. 
C. Shall elect a chairperson from 
Its membership at its first 
meeting. 
D. Shan conduct a formal hearing 
and render a decision within 
thirty (30) calendar days 
after receipt of notification of 
a written complaint 
E. Shall notify the Affirmative Ac- 
tion Advisory Council that 
policy needs to be established 
or altered. If ir hearing a case 
the conclusions have Im- 
plications for an affected 
class. 
F. General Procedures 
1. The Coordinator of Human 
Resources shall notify the 
complainant, the respon- 
dent and the Hearing Board 
of the date, hme, and piece 
of the hearing and ndicate 
the nature of the complaint. 
2. The Hearing Board may es 
taMth such procedures aa 
it deems necessary in order 
to insure substantial justice. 
The fundamental ohfective 
of at procedures followed 
by the Hearing Board is that 
of due process and fairness, 
but it is not the intention of 
the Hearing Board that its 
procedures necessarily 
follow those used in a court 
room. 
3. Tape recordings of the hear- 
mg shall be kept for review 
purposes of the Board. 
Recordings ot each hearing 
will be maintained by the 
Coordinator of Human 
Resources. Summaries of 
the proceedings will be kept 
for the record by the Coor- 
dinator of Human 
Resources. 
4 The hearing shall be in open 
session. 
5. The complainant or respon- 
dent may request that there 
be a separation of 
witnesses. 
6. The complainant and 
respondent may have an ad* 
visor of her/his own choos- 
ing. 
7 The complainant and 
respondent shall have the 
right to testify in their 
behalves and to present 
witnesses and other infor- 
mation relevant to their 
cases. 
6. The complainant and 
respondent or an advisor of 
each shall have the right to 
cross-examine witnesses. 
9. Members of the Hearing 
Board shall have the right to 
question all persons who 
make statements before 
the Board. 
G. Findings and Disposition 
1. After all evidence has been 
presented, the Hearing 
Board shall recess for dos- 
•d deliberations. All 
decisions of the Hearing 
Board shall be by majority 
vote of the entire Board and 
shall be based solely on 
testimony introduced at the 
hearing 
2 The Hearing Board shall 
render its decision in writing 
and make findings of fact of 
the grievance charged in 
the complainant's petition. 
Wherever the Hearing 
Board finds for the the com- 
plain ant it shall decide what 
action Shan be taken to 
redress the grievance, ei- 
cept in cases of faculty. 
When the Hearing Board 
finds for a faculty member 
(complainant) the case will 
be referred to the Faculty 
Personnel and ConcUation 
Committee for appropriate 
redress. The Faculty Per 
sonnel and Conciliation 
Committee shall handle the 
case within the time frame 
established in the Faculty 
Grievance Arbitration 
procedure. 
3. The findings of the Hearing 
Board shall be transmitted 
In writing to the appropriate 
vice president or provost, 
with copies to the complai- 
nant and respondent within 
the thirty (30) calendar 
days time limit. 
4. The Coordinator of Human 
Resources shall monitor the 
corrective or affirmative ac- 
tion. if an. is decided by the 
Board 
H. Right of Review by President 
If the complainant or respondent 
is not satisfied with the decision of 
the Hearing Board, he she shall 
notify the President's Office withm 
fhre (5) calendar days after the 
Board's decision has been an- 
nounced. 
The President shag review to 
determine whether or not due pro- 
cess has been afforded and whether 
or not the decision of the Hearing 
Board was based on substantial evi- 
dence as presented to the Hearing 
Board. This review shal take place 
within fifteen (151 calendar days 
after the summaries of proceedings 
Approved by the Board of Trustees 
on February 24, 1972 
Revisions approved by the Board i 
Trustees on May 15, 1975 
Elton's new album exceptional' 
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Review By 
Devte ru*iy 
EIUMI John is one of the 
in .' i successful stars in the 
world of popular music 
today It often has seemed 
that he and his lyricist. 
Bernie Taupin, have been 
working on some sort of 
assembly line They have 
turned out an almost stag- 
gering quantity of material 
in the last few years And. 
almost without exception. 
Elton has turned the team's 
songs into hit records 
The public hungrily has 
devoured everything Elton 
has done recently And with 
its acceptance of 'Lucy In 
the Sky With Diamonds.'' 
one would be tempted to spe- 
culate that Elton's fans 
would jump at anything that 
bears his name 
Considering that they have 
produced so much music and 
given the eagerness of their 
fans, it is a tribute to Elton 
and Bernie that they have 
been able to produce music 
that seldom has been less 
than good 
"CAPTAIN    FANTASTIC 
and the Brown Dirt Cow- 
boy" continues the duo's 
string of successful records 
It is. in fact, a stunningly 
impressive album that 
shows Elton returning to a 
somewhat more serious 
musical stance 
The album's tone is quite 
similar  to that of Elton's 
records up through "Mad- 
man Across the Water " 
In the early days of his 
career, before the adulation 
came. Elton's music was 
restrained, often moody and 
majestic as in songs like 
"Your Song" and "Levin." 
It is this sort of feeling 
that predominates on "Cap- 
tain Fantastic " The pop 
flamboyance that set in with 
"Honky Chateau" is much 
less in evidence on this 
record Listening to the 
material here, one has less 
of a tendency to visualize 
Elton as the neon-feathered 
pop star 
INSTEAD, there is the 
image of Elton John, the 
skillful musician. It is an 
image that has been evoked 
infrequently in recent years 
The album is a biographi- 
cal scrapbook from Elton 
and Bernie The music, 
which is both excellently 
performed and produced, 
tells the story of their rise to 
fame 
It is sometimes an obscure 
story Taupin's lyrics con- 
centrate on moods and feel- 
ings rather than events 
However, the album con- 
tains enough supplementary 
material to fill in most of the 
gaps 
There is a bounty of photo- 
graphs and comic strips, 
which more than adequately 
depict the transition from 
then to now 
FORTUNATELY, neither 
the somewhat serious tone 
of the album nor the effort 
to tell a storv in song de- 
tracts from the impact of 
the record's music Each 
song, whether it is an exube- 
rant rocker like "Meal 
Ticket" or a soit ballad like 
"Curtains." stands bril- 
liantly on its own 
"Captain Fantastic" is an 
exceptional album On it. 
Elton and Bernie perform a 
delicate balancing act with 
perfect success They give 
the listener music which is 
both serious and 
entertaining -and an album 
that stands both as a concept 
piece and as a collection of 
songs 
EVER   SINCE   his   mar 
nage to Carly Simon. James 
Taylor has been maintaining 
a low artistic profile Aside 
from the collaboration with 
his new wife on "Mocking- 
bird." his recorded output 
has been less than specta- 
cular Many have wondered 
if marital bliss has taken 
away the edge he needs to 
create good music 
On the long-awaited 
"Gorilla." however. Taylor 
shows that marriage has not 
changed the musical side of 
his life at all He is still the 
soft-spoken, easy-going per- 
former   who   helped   lead 
America into his folk revival 
in the early 70s 
"GORILLA" IS a plea 
sant. if largely unsurprising, 
album Its songs are simple 
and concise Taylor's voice 
is the focal point and the 
moderate instrumental 
accompaniment serves as 
little more than a backdrop 
for it. It's subtle, acoustic 
flavor perfectly comple- 
ments the plaintive sadness 
Taylor projects in most 
material found here 
The songs, in their quiet 
simplicity, tend to lack any 
significant memorability 
They are mostly love songs 
that flow easily into one 
another with little defini- 
tion 
A couple of non-Taylor 
compositions do stand out 
These are the Motown hit 
How Sweet It Is (To Be 
Loved By You!" and the tra- 
ditional "Wandering " 
Taylor's readings of these 
two songs, however, make 
them distinctively his own 
Although not a spectacular 
artistic success. "Gorilla" 
shows that James Taylor is 
still an exceedingly warm 
and pleasant performer 
This record shows him at his 
best as a performer, but it is 
a bit of a let-down in terms 
of his song writing 
••• 
YVONNE       FAIR    has 
spent a good deal of her life 
singing She has sung with a 
moderately successful 
female group known as the 
Chantells. along with James 
Brown and Chuck Jackson 
In addition to these creden- 
tials, she also appeared as a 
nightclub singer in ■"Lady- 
Sings the Blues " 
In her many years of per- 
forming, however, she has 
not been able to become a 
successful solo artist This 
situation is likely to change, 
though, with the release of 
her first solo venture. "The 
Bitch Is Black." 
Guided by the skillful hand 
of producer Norman Whit 
field. Yvonne has produced a 
powerful, often explosive, 
rhythm and blues album 
The album's emphasis is 
on pulsating, funky dance 
music Over the throbbing 
rhythms. Yvonne sings as a 
woman possessed Her voice 
cuts through with a remark- 
able strength, driving those 
songs with enough emotional 
depth to make them more 
than mere disco numbers 
IN ADDITION. Yvonne 
demonstrates a good feeling 
for blues and even rock 
material She is versatile 
and this is best displayed on 
two Stevie Wonder numbers 
which she performs on the 
album. "Tell Me Something 
Good" and "You Can't 
Judge a Book by the Cover " 
Door broken of        | FREE TUBE TOP] 
local restaurant 
By Reaee Murawtkl 
sull Reporter 
The front-door window of 
the Redwood Restaurant. 
160 N Main St . was broken 
about 1 am yesterday by 
persons in a crowd that had 
gathered to witness a fire 
across the street at the 
Gigolo Nite Club 
"The damage was caused 
by people who came to 
watch the weiner roast at 
the Gig." Bowling Green 
Police li Galen Ash said 
A water hose used at the 
fire sprayed onlookers who 
ran to the restaurant's 
entrance for protection One 
crowd member was pushed 
up against the door and 
broke the window, according 
to the Redwood's manager. 
Jam.'S Smock 
CITY SAFETY Director 
Howard Rutter said that 
crowd control did not seem 
* 
* 
* 
* 
to be a big problem at the 
fire 
"The crowd was mostly 
University students and 
didn't get out of hand." 
Rutter said 
Smock said that nothing 
was taken from the 
restaurant and said he did 
not believe the incident was 
a robbery attempt 
Ash confirmed that no 
evidence of an attempted 
robbery was found 
AN OFFICER inves- 
tigating the situation found 
that no one had gained 
entrance to the building, 
according to Ash 
No arrests were made in 
connection with the incident 
and no injuries were 
reported 
Damage to the window 
was estimated at $20 
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Another Special Event 
In The American 
Film Theatre Season 
Of Special Events. 
TODAY at 2&8PM. 
M«')((iiff> 
"Three absolutely 
stunning performances.' 
lo. Angeles Ttmes 
Tickeis $5 00 Evenings 
S3 50 Mstmees (»? 50 lor 
Senior C<tirens/Stuo>nrt at 
Matinees ) Available alter 
AFT Season Ticket holders 
are seated 
with the purchase of any long sleeve blouse 
(sale blouses not included) 
TUES.-WED. only 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS. 
Clough and Mercer Streets 
NOW SHOWING 
APTS. FOR SUMMER LEASING 
CHOICE LAKEVIEW APTS. AVAILABLE 
352-0842 
TO SEE APTS. CALL    .. 
352-0164 
or come to office 
Apt, 9A - 235 Mercer 
(Last Building South on Mercer St.) 
ATTENTION: FACULTY and STUDENTS 
If you anticipate problems in the handling of 
your personal effects which you are going to 
be sending home at semester end, 
Shulman's Air Freight is geared to expedite 
your goods to any destination — world wide 
For Information Call Collect 
(419) 248-3751, BOB STEINER 
APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL 
'35 PER PERSON PER MONTH - SUMMER 
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS, 
BAR B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED 
FALL RENTAL-$65 PER PERSON 
ALL UTILITIES PAID EXCEPT ELECTRIC 
Call Delbert 352-7671 
&im* 
HOURS: 
UNTIL 
2:00 A.M. 
EVERYNIGHT 
UNTIL 
3:00 A.M. 
FIB. I 
SAT. 
fo-ia0Z. CANS OF COKE 
WlTM THE KiRCHASt. 
OfA 
LARGE ElTErA ?\ZZh («3.*>) 
(EVERY TUES0\Y!! I Sf.rA.- MIDNIGHT 
ToYWRDooR ORINTrteSTORE. 
20*DEUveRYGH&. 
rasii/us 
UXHS.N\AlN PH. 35.2-7571 
C<vy..iht 197V W. I* 
•orvo Tho t.fhi To bmil 
Qvonlitiot P»ica> And Cov- 
pant Good Mondoy. Juno 2 
Thiv Sunday. Jwna I I97S 
Ai Krafo* In Bowlinf 
<>c«n Ohio 
Most Store* 
OPEN 
24 
HOURS 
"E*c*pt Saturday Midniaht 
To Sunday 8 AM. 
7T-rT7f?T| 
Frath 
Any Sia Pkg 
la GROUND 
HAMBURGER 
-111 King Ol The Bek 
IDAHO ...'fl" 
..,_ POTATOES   "B- I 
^ Limit 3 With Coopon I '5 Additional Purchato 
wWM EXCEPT »EER. WINE ft CIGARI TTTS 
LIMIT aH CWf« KR FWIIY 
Pnc.i   a~d   M...     J„n.   3   ihfu   Sun     Jun*   •   ol   «.*•«• 
■awkno Gf**n   Sue|*tl I* appluoblo itol* ft locol loam 
Wafer! 
 Sliced   Assorted Varieties Country Club 
CHIPPED 
IMEATS 
iLiiurl II With Coopon A *» AMHiaaal Pareaasa, 
EXCf PT IEER, »WN£ ft CIGARETTES \ ■> 
LIMIT Ml CWPH KR FIMIIT \    Sa»0 
PtKM a**d   M»n     Jun*   3   Ihfu   Sun     Jun*   I   ol   Kiofat   in u, to 
3-Oz 
WtPkg 
•owlmq Giocn Siitr-jotl ta oppiitoblo -lot* A I—:ol lo«o. 
Si 
sSKfc. 
Kroger 
L0WFAT 
MILK ^    c.nf ■ torn I 
Limit 2 With CoMpon • '6 addrtioaal Purchat* 
EXCEPT SEER. WINE ft CIGARETTES 
uarr MI CMTM KR FUMLT 
PIICM   9o*d   M*n .   Juna 3   Ihtu Sun..   Jun*   •   al   ***§*>   '" 
■•win* Ofaen. Sw*|*cI I* onaliiabl* «tal* ft l*(nl IO»*I 
Refreshing 
PEPSI  8 
COLA R.X. 
Limit On. l-f.ck I '5 IMttienil Piirchai* 
Plus 
Deposit 
EXCEPT BEER, WINE ft CIGARETTES 
LIMIT Ml CMPM KR FIMILT 
Pri<*«   |M«I   M*n ,   Jun*   3   Ihiu   Sun .   Jun*   t   ol Ki*fw 
V_ ..*— ft*wlinf Gf**n.SuBi*cll*oppl(cabl*ilal*ft UKOI loi*l 
III III 
BUY ONE LOAF 
KROGER 1-LB CRACKED WHEAT BREAD 
Al Tho Regular Price Of M" Per 1 Lb Lo.l And 
GET ONE FREE 
/Limit 4 Lo.«.« (In T». ■ Bet Tee Free) Wild Co..." . '5 id.itional Parchait^ 
EXCEPT BEER. WINE ft CIGARETTES ^J 
Y Sato LIMIT Ml CUPIN HR FAAIILT P>ica«   flaad   M«n ,   Juna   3   ihtw   S-»n .   Juna I ol   Kiagai   in s 
xknajOiaan   Svb|a<l to opplicobU iiaia A la<al *•■•*  ^> + *   * 
Assorted Flavors 
I'T 
o 
■wimgUr  MM ' K la »tot a. MPMltl * -1    Sk M f 
■ ftlHni niimiiin^jiai 
97' WYLER'S DRIHK MIX 
Limrt 1 Witt. C*»pon I '5 AtWitioRil Purchatt 
EXCEPT IEER. WINE ft CIGARETTES 
uarr MI CMPM m FIMUT 
MM* oMd   MM..   Jun*   3   thru   Sun .   Jun*   I   ol   Kiofx 
towUng Gt**n. Sub|*« I* opphcabU ilal* ft local lo.ii 
Lv^ 
•iiiaiaaaaffeiiiaaiaaaa 
Pur* Beet 
G W C >|19 
SUGAR I 
Limit 1 With Coupon A '5 Additional Parehasa 
EXCEPT BEER. WINE ANO CIGARETTES 
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILT 
Piicoa   food Mon.,   Jun.   3   thru   Swn.   Juno   I   at Kiogoi 
towawfj Ofaan Sub,o<t loopplicobla itota a\ local ta»o« 
Sa.t 
iniliilinilfllllia ■ ■I 
Fabric Softener 
D0WHY %G«I Jug 
Limrt 1 With Coupon I '5 AMHiaaal Purehasa 
EXCEPT BEEP. WINE AND CIGARETTES 
LIMIT ME COUrO. KR FUMLT 
PMCI  taaa Man.. June 1 thru Sun.. Juna I al Kiaeai in 
, iawllnjjOr**". Suaiael laeeekcakleilaljftJacallaiaa 
"RAINCHECK" POLICY 
Evirrylhinc) you tiuy .it Kroger is guaranteed for your tot.il sallslSCtrbn regard 
less o*  mdtiuliKHiri'i   II v"" •'"' HOI  satisfied    Kroger will repl.K p yOUl iteni 
^ith the same hrancl or .1 < ooiparahli' brand or retuod your money 
We also guarantee  that   we will do everything  in our power  to have ample 
supplies ol all advertised specials on our shelves when vou shop (or them 
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand Iwhen such an item 
is available) reflecting the same savings or   if you prefer   give vou a     RAtN 
CHECK 
anv time within 30 days 
Poo. •/Th« M N«w», Tuosdoy, hit* 3. 1 »73 
Weather plays part at music festival 
Review by 
David Feadray 
For some il was the 
fulfillment of a year-old 
dream For others, it was 
merely a good excuse to get 
out in the sun and have a 
good time. For city officials 
and law enforcement 
officers it was a nightmare 
Despite the thousands of 
people who had an interest 
in the success or failure of 
the first annual Poe Ditch 
Music Festival, it was not 
surprising to find that the 
ultimate fate of the concert 
was out of their hands 
As anyone who has spent 
any time In Bowling Green 
might have predicted, it was 
the weather that passed 
final judgement on Sunday's 
extravaganza Wind, rain 
and dark clouds undid, in a 
matter of minutes, the 
impressive efforts made by 
all involved to make the 
festival enjoyable and 
hassle-free. 
The sudden storm, which 
blew across the football 
stadium shortly after the 
conclusion of Montrose's 
spirited rock and roll set. 
ended the festival two acts 
early As a result, what had 
been a surprisingly smooth- 
running affair turned into 
the mess many had 
anticipated when they first 
heard about the plans for a 
Stadium concert. 
UNTIL THE STORM, all 
had gone as well as one 
could hope for when dealing 
with a crowd that more than 
population of Bowling Green 
and a planned bill of eight 
styllstlcally-diverseacts. 
The sun shone, the crowd 
was largely peaceful and 
happy and the various acts 
moved on and off the stage 
without any unnecessarily 
lengthy delays 
Each act did a good job of 
appealing to its respective 
audience. Pure Prairie 
League and the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band won the respect of 
the mellower portions of the 
crowd The Outlaws and 
Styx drew a favorable 
response from the young 
rock and rollers who made 
up the majority of the 
crowd 
These four acts 
sufficiently warmed up the 
crowd for Richie Havens, 
who. as expected, created 
something of a Woodstock 
atmosphere in the stadium 
He carried this impression 
to the logical extreme by 
climaxing his set with 
"Freedom." his featured 
song on the "Woodstock" 
album. 
The crowd recognized this 
and slowly came to life in 
response It was something 
of a tribute to both the 
performer who played a 
simple acoustic guitar with 
minimal support from 
backing musicians and the 
durability of the six-year-old 
Woodstock ethos. 
ONCE ON ITS feet,  the 
crowd was held there by the 
crunching heavy-metal 
attack of the Montrose band. 
It was simple, hard- 
punching rock The crowd 
seemed to be well-pleased 
and it obviously was 
whetting its appetite for the 
appearances of Golden 
Earring and Johnny Winter. 
Through    the    end    of 
Montrose's set. problems at 
the concert were largely 
minimal There was some 
fighting. There was broken 
glass. As expected, there 
were some people with drug 
problems. 
Some said that Kama's 
tent looked like a disaster 
area, but the reported 350 
cases handled by the unit did 
not seem terribly significant 
given the size of the crowd. 
The only other problems 
were the fact that the 
number of University 
students attending the affair 
numbered only about one- 
tenth of the total crowd and 
that the sound system did 
not hold up well when 
carrying the high volume 
rock acts. 
The rain, however, 
brought the concert to an 
abrupt and sadly unhappy 
end 
WHEN   IT  BEGAN,   the 
rain caused much of the 
crowd to simply pack up for 
home However, a sizable 
group of people were not 
happy with having seen only 
six acts. They stayed and 
when the weather cleared, 
they were told that Johnny 
Winter would play if power 
to the stage could be safely 
restored. 
Unfortunately. Winter's 
manager decided that the 
stage was unsafe Winter 
left and the beast in the 
crowd raised its ugly head 
The stage was pelted with 
beer and wine bottles, as the 
beast voiced its displeasure 
It was not long, however, 
before the anger dissipated 
and the crowd dispersed. 
At the time, the crowd 
reaction seemed to confirm 
my negative feelings about 
audiences at rock concerts. 
It also seemed to 
overshadow the generally 
sunny mood of the festival 
early in the afternoon 
THE FACT remains, 
however, that the concert 
did go well until the storm. 
It was poorly planned, 
considering the musical 
preferences of people who 
attend school here, but it 
made money and made a lot 
of midwestern teenagers 
happy until it ended 
prematurely. 
Ronny Montrote (left) and a guitarist from Styx 
(upper right) performed for an audience which 
included a flag-wrapped girl (center right), 
members of a midwestorn motorcycle gong 
(below) and a fan napping in the sunshine 
(bottom left). When the festival was over and the 
crowd had gone, tons of trash remained (bottom 
right). (Newsphotos by Dan Feicht, Stephen 
Donnelly and Jim Otborn) 
Tuetday, jun. 3. W5, Tho M Newt/foge 9 
A crowd of about 32,000 blan- 
keted the Stadium whir* Styx 
top) and other* performed on 
the elevoted ttago at the 
touth and of the hold. Foncot 
hold the anxioui crowd away 
from tho performer* (above 
left). Under tho ttadium, lemt 
font found retl and (holler 
from  tho win and  tho crowd 
above right). Othort wont to 
groat extent! to find a good 
vantage point (loft). (Newi- 
photot by Dan Foicht) 
Jack Vivian— 
The man who 'made' BG's hockey program 
Editor's note: The following li Ike Urn of ■ foer part 
series aboil former BG hockey coach Jack Vlvlaa. 
carreatly the general manager of the Cleveland Craaaderf. 
By Mlhe Letko 
Any casual observer visiting the Bowling Green campus 
during the winter might have a tendency to lake the varsity 
hockey team for granted 
They might assume that, like football and basketball, 
varsity hockey has been established at BG as far back as the 
mind can remember. 
But they would be wrong Only six years ago. BG varsity 
hockey was in its infant stages And national recognition 
was only a distant dream 
That is, until Jack Vivian took over. 
VIVIAN, THE CURRENT general manager and former 
coach of the World Hockey Association (WHA) Cleveland 
Crusaders, started the Falcon hockey program from 
scratch. In just four years, he brought the team national 
prominence. 
After a stint as an assistant football coach at BG, Vivian, 
a former college hockey player at the University of 
Vermont, was appointed head hockey coach in 1969 
Like a gardener with a green thumb, he made BG hockey 
flourish 
His teams compiled a 168-53-8 mark in four years. In 1973. 
competing in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association 
(CCHAI. he led the Falcons to the tournament 
championship 
Two years ago. Vivian left Bowling Green and. at age 31, 
became the youngest general manager in professional 
hockey when the Crusaders hired him 
Last January, with the Crusaders not performing as 
expected. Vivian was forced to make some sort of change 
He fired the head coach and assumed coaching duties 
himself 
Vivian finished the season as the Crusaders' coach Two 
weeks ago. however, the organization signed former Detroit 
Red Wings' coach Johnny Wilson to a multi-year contract to 
direct the club 
First of a series 
DESPITE MAKING IT to the major leagues. Vivian 
admits leaving Bowling Green was a difficult decision. 
"I had a tremendous number of regrets about leaving 
Bowling Green." he explained. "From a family standpoint 
and friends there. I don't think there's a better college town 
that I know of 
"My wife and I miss it a tremendous amount." he 
continued "This was a great challenge, coming to 
Cleveland and trying to build a hockey franchise Some days 
you regret doing that You regret having ambition because a 
place like BG is a super place to live with super people 
"I'D UKE TO GO back to it sometime." Vivian said 
"After this fling is over -and I don't know how long it's going 
to take-I'd like to go back to a place like Bowling Green in a 
management level-an athletic director or something of that 
nature 
"But I came here (Cleveland) for the challenge, and I 
don't think it's over yet," he added 
Actually. Vivian could have joined the Crusaders a season 
earlier their first year of existence But he chose to remain 
at BG because he is a man of his word 
"Nick Mileti. another BG man. was the owner of the 
Crusaders when they were first formed." Vivian said 
"Since Nick wasn't familiar with hockey. I contacted him 
Two years ago. on May 15th. I accepted the job with the 
Crusaders and Bowling Green was gracious enough to give 
me my immediate release 
"The year before that, though. I could have coached in 
Cleveland." he added. "In fact, we talked about it right up 
to a couple hours before he «Mileti i announced his coach. 
"BUT I HAD ALREADY made commitments to players 
at Bowling Green like John Stewart. Richard Nagai, Kevin 
MacDonald and others." he said "I had made pledges to the 
kids I recruited that I would be at the University, so I felt I 
had to honor these pledges So then the year after. Nick 
contacted me again and we worked things out for me to 
come to Cleveland." 
Even though Vivian spent most of the past hockey season 
performing two jobs with the Crusaders, he was still not too 
busy to follow the Falcon hockey crew 
"I follow them all the time." he said "I was there once 
this year to see the team play I'd like to see them play 
more It's a great feeling to go back and watch the kids and 
see the enthusiasm of the Bowling Green fans." 
r Terry Goodma n " Awards thaf were never given 
The nnn thai mad* Falcon hockey flouriih -Jack 
Vivian—it pictured here during hit coaching dayt 
al Bowling Green. Vivian taid leaving BG for the 
Cleveland Outadert wot a very difficult deciiion. 
By Terry Goodman 
sun Writer 
There were few honors bestowed upon Falcon 
diamondmen this season except for the usual top hitters, 
fielders and pitchers 
Dick Selgo was voted by his teammates as the Most 
Valuable Player last week If there was a "Team Leader" 
award, it would have gone to co-captains Selgo and Joe 
Meyer 
But from that point, the awards vanished I dug up a few 
others. 
MOST UPSET- Coach Don Purvis after getting the heave^ 
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Competition unimpressive 
ho during a twinbill with Eastern Michigan here 
BIGGEST   SURPRISE-How   outfielder   Ron   Fennell 
received some playing time and cashed in by hitting over 
.300. 
BEST PERFORMANCE -Mike Hales no-hitter at Wayne 
State to close the season 
BIGGEST STREAK-Kip Young's nine straight wins to 
open the campaign The successes brought his total victory 
string to 16 
BEST FRESHMAN  Hurler Ken Widdel was impressive 
in his initial Falcon season 
LONGEST HOME RUN-A tie between several blows off 
the bats of Meyer. Young and Mike Wood 
SHORTEST HOME RUN-Cheerleader Kim Olsen s blast 
during the "Home Run Derby" for the benefit of the 
American Cancer Society 
BIGGEST SUCCESS-The American Cancer Society 
pocketing nearly SI. 100 from the derby 
BIGGEST DISAPPOINTMENT -The 26-14 overall record 
-it should have been better 
TOP HARD LUCK PERFORMER Dan Hebel wins" 
this gem by "losing" so many close contests Hale was a 
close second for the same reason 
SENIORS WHO WILL BE MISSED- Hebel. John James. 
Meyer. Selgo and Wood. 
WORST PITCHER-Graduate assistant Paul Gnepper was 
tagged for 10 round-trippers during the derby in less than an 
hour 
BIGGEST LOSS-Cheer leader and statistician Jim 
Schneider He finally found a job as the sports information 
director in St. Lawrence. 
• • • 
More data has been sent out on the Lefty Gomez Plate 
Award, in which Young has been selected among the 20 
finalists. 
Young is one of five midwesterners who have made the 
elite 20 Seven other ballplayers are from the southern 
region of the country, five from the southwest two from the 
east and one from the far west 
The players were voted by 1.400 Gomez Plate electors who 
were picked from 17,000 sportscasters. sportswriters and 
coaches in the nation 
Young and Iowa's Brian Jones are the two best shots in 
this area Jones, a second baseman, hit 348 and punched 12 
homers for 45 RBI 
Paul Moliter (Minnesota!. Steve Shartzer iSouthern 
Illinois I and Mike Boddicker from Norway High in Iowa 
were the other midwest nominees 
Falcons dominate All-Ohio 
By Bill Etlep 
AitiiUit Sportt Editor 
It was labeled the All-Ohio 
Track and Field Champion- 
ships, but the two-day event 
hosted last weekend by 
Bowling Green could have 
been mistaken for a Falcon 
intrasquad meet 
Bowling Green dominated 
the non-team scored 28th 
running of the All-Ohio by 
capturing 15 of the 21 colle- 
giate titles The teams mis- 
sing from the meet oversha- 
dowed the Falcons  perfor- 
mance 
The University of Toledo 
fielded a large entry, but 
Mid-American Conference 
i MAC i champion Kent Slate 
and Ohio University tailed to 
show, while Miami Univer- 
sity and Ohio State brought 
less than 10 competitors 
apiece 
In addition, Ohio college 
division II and III squads 
added to the absenteeism by 
running at their respective 
national     championship 
events last weekend 
FRESHMAN Dan Cart- 
ledge and sophomore speed- 
ster Brian Storm led the 
Falcon effort with double 
victories. 
Cartledge captured last 
Friday's running of the 
10.000 meters in 31 45 9 and 
finished third behind two 
track club competitors in 
14:58 9 to take the collegiate 
5,000 meter title 
Pack 
A quarto) of Falcon trackstort load the pack in the. running of 
the 5,000 meten al latt weekend's All-Ohio Champienthipt. 
Bob Lunn (tecond from left), a BG transfer who will be 
eligible for competition neat season, finithed second in the 
•vanf while running for the Bowling Green Track Club Alto 
pictured are Gary Detjordini (far left), Paul Emery (center) 
and Tim Zumbough (far right). The Falcon"t Dan Cartledge 
captured the AII-Ohio collegiate Nile with a third place finish 
' w.,...-I.-.. |M nm rvK---1 i_ I4.ee A 
Storm won the 100-meter 
dash in a brisk 10.2 and 
qualified for this week's 
NCAA championships in the 
process His meter timing 
equalled the yard standard 
of 9 4. but according lo BG 
coach Mel Brodt. Storm 
won't be able to compete at 
the nationals 
Brodt. who left with 
steeplechase qualifier Tom 
Preston Sunday for the 
NCAA meet in Provo. Utah, 
gave limited finances and 
the trip's distance as rea- 
sons for Storm's NCAA 
rejection 
University Sports Infor- 
mation Director Bob Movers 
said the athletic committee 
policy on NCAA qualifiers 
dictated the decision 
"THE  ONLY   WAY  you 
can be guaranteed a trip to 
the nationals is to be a MAC 
champion." Movers said 
"To also be under considera- 
tion we have to be within 550 
miles of the NCAA site and 
Provo is a good distance 
more than that." 
Storm claimed his second 
title with a second place 
finish in the 200-meter dash 
His 216 timing took the 
runner-up spot to Phil Trask 
of the Ohio Track Club who 
won in 21.6. 
Storm also ran a leg on the 
winning 400-meter relay 
squad that included Hal 
Thomas. Tim LoDico and 
Don See The Falcon quartet 
won in 41 9 Ohio State, 
behind the strong anchor leg 
of Lenny Willis, got second 
in 42 0 
THE FALCONS made a 
clean sweep of the relays 
when the "A" mile squad of 
LoDico Randy Zimmer- 
man. Ron Taylor and See 
beat the Bowling Green "B" 
foursome to the tape in 
3:16 6 
Dave Cianelli. competing 
in the pentathlon for only the 
second time In his career, 
cantured    the    five-event 
chase last Friday with a 
point total of 3,069 Team- 
mate Steve Edwards 
finished fifth in the event 
and also equalled his 6«"i 
school record in the high 
jump 
Junior captain Taylor won 
the 400-meter dash in 47.9 
and LoDico notched a third 
place finish in 48.6 
Falcons Gary Desjardins 
and Tom Preston teamed up 
to garner two of the top 
three spots in the 1.500- 
meter run Desjardins won 
in 3:53.7 and Preston took 
third in 3 56 5 
Two-time MAC 440-yard 
dash champion Stanley 
Vinson of Eastern Michigan 
captured the 800-meter run 
in one of the meet's few 
highlights, but the Ohio title 
went to BG's Dan Dunton 
Vinson. who made his 
guest appearance in an 
attempt to meet the 
Olympic qualifying stan- 
dards, finished ahead of 
Dunton in 1:52 3 Dunton. 
the MAC 880-yard run cham- 
pion, clocked a 1:53.5. 
EVEN THOUGH he 
finished second to Central 
Michigan's Barry Alexia. 
Reg Warren won the All- 
Ohio title in the 110-meter 
high hurdles in 14.4. 
The Falcons, competing in 
their final meet of the 
season, also captured four of 
the eight collegiate field 
event titles Bowling Green 
field winners included: Mike 
Allen, hammer throw. 151-7: 
Lew Maclin. triple jump, 48- 
2'i. Cianelli. long jump. 22- 
Vt and Wayne Mannclin. 
discus. 143-1. 
After all other events had 
been completed, high school 
senior Les West stole the 
show in the pole vault. 
West, who captured the 
Class AAA state Utle last 
weekend for Dayton Wayne, 
gave the collegians a few 
lessons He tied the 164) win- 
ning effort of All-Ohio 
champ Kevin Keller of Ohio 
State 
BO't Brian Storm (loft) nips Phil Trash at 1OO-meter dath tape. 
Browns sign top draft pick 
CLEVELAND lAP) -The 
Cleveland Browns have 
signed Mack Mitchell, a 
defensive end described as 
having amazing speed and 
quickness for a big man. to a 
multiyear contract. Browns 
owner Art Modell said yes- 
terday. 
Model) said the 64 Univer- 
sity of Houston standout was 
expected to carry even more 
weight for the Browns than 
the 245 pounds he weighed 
when the Browns picked him 
as their top draft choice. 
THE AGREEMENT left 
the National Football 
League club with only one 
draftee unsigned-John 
McKay, a wide receiver 
from Southern California 
Mitchell, a native of 
Dallas. Tex„ amassed 33 
tackles against quarter- 
backs during three varsity 
seasons at Houston 
He is one of three Browns 
draftees picked to play in 
their annual summer all- 
star game, this time against 
Super Bowl champion Pitts- 
burgh in Chicago. 
